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PRING 
panting ___ egins ear y t is year ..... 
BE PREP ED! 
• CRP Seed Mixes 
• Wildflower Seed Mixes 
• ative Wildflower Seeds 
• ative WJdilower Live Plant Plugs 
• Bird and Butterfly Attractor Station 
Place your order for 
Bare Roots 
and 
Live Plant Plugs Today! 
Plant Plug Troy 
an e, nc. 
Native Wildflower 
Seed & Plant Nursery 
"helping you create your own natural beauty" 
Place your order online at lonXchange.com or call 800-291-2143 
1878 Old Mission Dr., 
Harpers Ferry, lA 52146-7533 
hbright@acegroup.cc 
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To con-;t•rvc and <'llhance our natural resources in cooperation 
with mchvidu.tls and orgamzallon-; to tmprove the quality of life 
for Io\\,ms and ensure a IPgac} for future generations 
EDITORIAL MISSION 
\V(• slriv<' to OJ>('II tlw door to the beauty and uniqueness 
of Iowa's natural r<'sources, inspire people Lo get out<>ide 
and <·xperi<•nn· Iowa and to motivate outdoor-minded 
citizens to understand and care for our natural resources 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
DNR volunteer programs lwlp Iowans give back to lands, 
waters and ski<"' 515-242-5074 or keepersofthelond.org 
HOW TO DONATE 
Charita)))(• gtving of land, funds, goods and services greatly 
cnhanc<'s Iowa's outdoors. Call Kim Rasler at 515-281-7122. 
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT 
Support wildlife diversity and REAP. Take your licens~' plates 
and vehkiP n•gistration to your county treasurer's office to buy a 
pheasant eagle, goldfinch clret or trout natural resources plate 
SUBSCRIBER SERVICES 
To subscribe, or for any subscription issues or 
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7 a.m to 11 p.m or weekends 8 am. to 6 p m For ease m 
procrs-;ing, please have an issue with a mailing label available at 
tim<' of call. To purchase a single copy for $5, call 515-281-5918. 
LEARN MORE 
Bu} licenses. reserve campsites or learn about 
our cnvtronment at iowodnrgov. See our magazine 
television show at iptvorg. 
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Skilled athlete and climber JEFF GREWE 
of Omaha ascends and trim s trees by 
day a owner of Arbor Aest he tics and 
photographs Folsom Point Preserve by night 
where he volunteers caring for tree~ and 
photographing. "It is impcritive that each 
tree cut is made with precision and accuracy. 
That is i-; why we climb," he -:;ay'=> 
RON HUELSE of Knoxville has spent more 
than 10 years photographing wildlife. 
insects and bird near Lake Red Rock when 
not cycling, hiking or volunteering. An 
avid paddler. he also helps find sponsors 
to introduce osprey locally and raises 
awareness of s iltation at the reservoir. 
JEN WILSON is a travel and features writer 
based in Des Moines. Her work appears in 
National Geographic Traveler, Frommer's 
Budget Travel, Midwest Living and Esquire. 
Her first book, Running Away to Hom e, is 
available online at www.jennifer-wilson.com. 
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Look for the Bass Pro Shops(ti) scratch game coming March 6 to 
lo\\ .1 Lotten retailers! You could \'\in cash instantl\ or enter for 
. . 
a chance to ''in one of fi,·e Dc!ottination Iowa e"'periences! 
Visit us Saturday, March 23 at the Altoona and Council Bluffs 
Bas - Pro Shops R from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Sec ialottery.com for complete details. 
I WA. 
H.t,s Pro Shop,!JY, B.1ss Pro ~hop' ( >utdoor \\orldltl .md ~ ..rc fl'l,~rcrcd tr.ldl·mark' of H.t" Pro lntdk tu.tl 
l'r.•pcrr\,1 I C .md u' nlundn ltccn'~ \lllttghr:- Jk,lrnd 
Iowa Public~ 
Television \JI 
Concrete: 
lowa,s Natural Choice 
for Sustainability 
Trails and roads built with 
concrete offer unmatched 
durability and recyclability, 
with a low carbon footprint. 
Iowa Concrete Paving Association 
Iowa Ready Mixed Concrete Association 
515-963-0606 515·965-4575 
WWN.Iowaconcretepavlng.org www.lowareadymlx.org 
EXPLORE what's happening 
in Iowa's Outdoors 
FOLLOWUSON 
Face book, 
Twitl and Pinterest! 
focebook.com/iowodnr 
twitter.com/iowodnr 
p interest. com/i owodnr 
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CALL NOW and GO FAST! 
Mon - Fri Sam - 11 pm • Sat 9am - Spm • Sun 1 Oam - 6pm EST 


While flushing unused medications may have been the past disposal protocol. recent studies show these human pharmaceuticals are making their way 
into our drinking water 
According to the U.S. Geological Survey and EPA a broad range of 
pharmaceutical chemicals a. e found in low concentrations in American lakes, 
rivers and streams. Even trace amounts have the potential to cause adverse 
environmental effects on aquatic habitats, and little is known about potential 
long-term, low-dose exposure on human health 
There are better options for disposing unused medications. Simply take 
unwanted and expired medications in their packaging to one of 440 Iowa 
pharmacies participating in the TakeAway program. Pills, capsules, ointments. 
creams. powders, inhalers and liquid medicines are accepted. Medications are 
then shipped for inClneration at approved waste-to-energy facilities to ensure 
they do not enter water supplies. 
Some participants also sell TakeAway mailers-pre-addressed, postage-paid 
large envelopes to take home and fill wtth unused and expired medictne and mail 
to disposal facilities. 
Iowa's TakeAway program was tnitiated by the Iowa Pharmacy Association 
as a DNR Solid Waste Alternatives Program pilot project in 2009 
According to Tom Anderson wtth DNR's Financial and Business Asststance 
group, 'The TakeAway program was the first statewide program of its kind in 
Iowa. Before then. safe and proper dLSposal opportumttes were ltmited at best' 
To find a list of nearby participating pharmacies, visit iarx.org!takeoway 
or inquire at your pharmacy 
To learn more about tile Solzd Waste Alternatives Program, 
contact Tonz Anderson, 515-281 B623 or visit www.iowodnr.gov/FABA 
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SEND TO AskTheExperts@dnr.towo.gov 
Aflurry of inquiries surrou nds the myth that humans and other animals possess the ability 
to smell an impending snowfall. According to chief 
meteorologist Mark Schnackenberg of KvVWL 
television in \Vaterloo, those claiming to smell 
looming snowfalls arc not flakes. 
Reports indicate that chemicals such 
as dimethyl sYlphide, dimethyl sulphate. 
formaldehyde. nitric acid, nitrogen dioxide and 
methanesulfonante in various quantities may be 
in the air prior to a snowfall event. Those that are 
sensitive to these chemicals may indeed possess 
their own "smclldar" and thus are able to forecast 
an impending snowfal l. 
In addition and according to Schnackenberg, 
some people are more sensitive to weather 
changes. For some, joints may be affected due to 
changes in atmospheric pressure. and for others, 
their sensitivity may result from a heightened 
ense of smell. Y./e don't mean to snow off here, 
but it appears crystal clear that the mythic abi lity 
to c;mell an impending snowfall is true for some 
savvy sniffers, but those of us who are olfactorily 
challenged may be left out in the cold. 
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ACTIVITIES, TIPS AND EVENTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
I I I 
LnLCS 
Share the maglc of angllng 
-
-
-
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I t's summertime, the kids are already bored and the family has a free weekend . What to do? Head to any one of more 
than 100 fishing clinics held aero s Iowa each year. 
Clinics can last a couple hours to half a day. Although 
clinics are scheduled throughout the year, the majority 
a re held during Free Fishing Weekend, usually the first 
full weekend in June. That allows the entire family-moms 
and dads included-to fish without a license. 
"It's a great time to schedule an event, and an even 
better time to attend one," says Barb Gigar, who heads the 
DNR's aquatic education program. "License requirement 
are waived for the e ntire weekend, and bluegills are often 
close to shore pawning, making thetn easier to catch." 
Clinics are family fri endly, and filled with tips, tricks 
Organizers will want to ensure they register 
their event with the DNR. Doing so has perks, 
Like free publicity and a clinic kit containing 
two fishing rigs, Fish Iowa! visors, fishing towels 
floating pliers, fishing nets and customizable 
banners along with 25 Take It Outside/Fish 
Iowa! window decals, bags, bobbers, sinkers 
and hooks. To register, or find a clinic near you, 
go to progroms.iowodnr.gov/speciolevents. 
and instruction on how to get the tno t out of your 
fis hing trips. Sotne may provide a light lunch or drinks 
and snacks, and some may offer door prize or fish ing 
gear fo r participants. DNR fisheries staff are often there 
lending expertise. Regardless, there's eno ugh to keep 
the whole family entertained. 
One bit of advice: find out as much about the clinic 
before heading out. 
"Make s ure you read what the event offers before you 
decide on one," says Gigar. "There are clinics and there 
are derbies. Clinics alway have an educational component. 
Derbies may or n1ay not, but they will always have an element 
of competition, so if you are not into that, pick another. 
Check with the event s ponsor if you have questions." 
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the BY MINDY KRALICEK 
GearU to Start T Flles To JOin the myriad of Iowans making 
warmwater flies. 
check page 59 for a 
list of fly tytng and 
fishtng resources. 
Get lnsplred by our warm water fly tylng feature on page 54, 
then use thls Llst to start tylng files. 
8088 r- liT r OA 
A VI E Don t get the cheapest because they wont last. Avid fly 
tier James Barnhart bought one for $120 and has been using it 
for 10 years. It should be easy to use. hold the hook securely and 
adJuSt eas1ly to a w1de range of hook s1zes. They come in clamp 
and pedestal models. Clamps are portable. Pedestals need to be 
heavy enough to stay in one place as you work. 
MEDIUM AND AR HAIR 
Bobbms dispense 
thread with controlled 
tensiOn Curved bobbms s1t 
well in the palm of the hand 
and have a more relaxed 
feel. but s tandard bobbins 
work great too. Use multiple 
bobbms to cut down on time 
used to change thread . THR AD Most fly ..• • 
tiers use synthetiC • 
threads. The largest 
diameter thread 1s 
1/0 The smallest is 
12/0 Use the finest-
diameter thread 
that is comfortable 
Without breakmg 
• 
• 
I 
HIT H TOO ... 
Metal tube placed over 
hook eye used to tie off 
a half-hitch knot. 
I 
I 
( LE PL These s1mphfy 
the job of wmdmg hackle 
NEE£:' ~: n 
Pl u: or small 
pliers to bend or 
debarb hooks. 
• 
·." 
• 
• 
I 
I 
• 
' 
' 
' I 
C::T r ER You can buy 
these later when you're ready 
to try flies tha t use deer hair 
DKIN nn "' fU~ 
Used fo r combmg out underfur 
applying head cement and other tasks. '. 
' . 
••• 
.. . . -. 
-·· . .. -- '• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I 
I 
,...,... ..... ~-~· 
I 
I 
I 
Used for tymg secure 
fmishmg knots at 
head of fly 
~ - • 
• 
' 
' • 
I 
• 
• 
• 
I 
• 
• 
I 
• 
• 
• 
BEFORE 
PURCHASING 
feathers. fu attd 
man-made matenals. 
study the patterns 
for the flies you plan 
to tie and become 
familiar with the 
materials you'll need 
,...,... Hook s izes are expressed by I I 
• 
I 
• 
• 
number, the larger the number. the 
smaller the hook. Hooks larger than 
a s1ze #l are expressed as a number 
followed by a slas h and a zer o, s uch as 
"2/0:' Popular sizes are 18 to 4. M1dge 
imitations use hooks smaller than 18. 
• 
• 
I 
I 
I 
• ~ron These should be very 
sharp with a fine point for close-in 
work. If you buy small scissors. make 
sure they have big finger holes. 
Applied to 
hmshed fhes. it helps secure 
knots. Many tiers use Hard as 
Na1ls from the cosmetics aisle. 
HOOK LENGTH ts expressed as standard. short or long Standard is "x:' The htgher the number. the shorter the hook 
shank HOOK WEIGHT ts standard. heavy or ltght. Anything other than standard ts labeled any· THERE ARE MANY 
HOOK STYLES. The proper one for the pattern ts tndtcated tn pattern tnstructtons. HOOK EYES are either turned-up. 
turned down or straight Fish don't seem to have a preference The chOLce depends on personal reference 
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Eight 1930s-era cabins built for Civilian Conservation Corps 
workers received some much needed 
TLC over the offseason. All of the 
affordable rentals will reopen this 
spring, refreshed with extensive 
renovations. For the first time, these 
forested cabins at Backbone State Park 
in Delaware County will be open year-
round to offer magic winter escapes. 
To increase comfort and expand their 
use into frosty winters, the cabins were 
stripped down to studs and encased 
in airtight Tyvek wrap, with walls 
insulated with closed cell foam. New 
flooring features cozy radiant heating. 
The shell was sprayed with foam and 
attic insulation bolstered to R-49 values. 
Tightening the structures for comfort 
rids past problems with insects, mice 
and moisture while maintaining the 
desirable elements of history-the 
original front doors are still in place. The 
welcoming hand-hammered steel door 
hinges, handles and square-headed bolts 
maintain the FD.R.-era charm. 
The upgrades will make cleaning 
and housekeeping easier. Dust and 
tnud from the gravel parking lot is 
history too with new pavement. 
Much of the cabins' chari rna is 
their simplicity and small size. At 
300 square feet, the original snug 
footprint is unchanged, but they will 
live larger with removed interior walls, 
larger windows and expanded kitchen 
counter space. New patios add space 
for grilling, r elaxing and stargazing. 
Bathrooms and kitchens feature all 
new fixtures. New interior lighting 
brightens while using less energy. 
Sultry summers are tackled with 
improved air conditioning. Larger, 
durable Pella Impervia case1nent 
windcws offer be tter lake views, 
natural lighting and replace maHer 
screen-less windows for insect-free 
cool breezes. 
"People are connected to the e 
simple, old cabins," says Kevin 
Szcodronski, parks bureau chief, 
who note there was brief thought 
to razing them and starting over. 
A survey of park users, however, 
bowed deep love for the structures, 
so DNR staff opted to renovate. 
*
BACKBONE 
STATE PARK 
e Dundee 
• Thorpe 
Masonville 
• 10221 
• Manchester 
Delhi 
• 
• Petersburg 
• Hopkinton 
~ DELAWARECOUNTY 
"They are going to be popular. 
They are priced right. Part of the 
reason to renovate them was to keep 
small cabins available in our parks 
and keep prices low" compared to 
large, modern cabins, he notes. ·'They 
will be popular in winter and no doubt 
bring more people in to the park." 
They r emain pet-friendly. 
Indeed, many survey responses lauded 
the cozy size, affordability and quiet ease 
of the cabin and specifically a ked that 
they be kept. "I love these cabins. I've 
been staying in them for 30 years and love 
to go back as often as I can. Their funky 
WPA charm is a big part of what I love," 
says one survey comment. 
Modernization and woodsy escapisn1 
have their compatibility limits, 
however-televisions and Internet 
were shunned in favor of unplugged 
togetherne s, trout fishing and hiking. 
Cabins will re-open by Metnorial 
Day with possible openings as soon 
as April and still a bargain at $50 per 
night or $300 per week. Reserve at 
http:/ / iowastateparks.reserveamerica. 
com or 1-877-427-2757. 
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During the first week of June in 1925, New York Yankees manager Miller Huggins replaced hts slumping first baseman. Wally Pipp. with a rookie 
named Lou Gehng Gehrig went on to play in the next 2,130 consecutive 
games. A record, as you may know, that lasted 56 years until Cal Rtpken. Jr. 
broke tt in September 1998. 
For his effort Gehrig was given the momker of 'The Iron Horse" and 
Cal Rtpken was in turn dubbed 'The Iron Man" as he accumulated 2.632 
consecutive starts. 
In Iowa we treasure the memories of our own Iron Men. but it is time to pay 
tribute to our Iron Women. My nominees are Elaine Shrader and Sally Malloy 
of Oskaloosa. 
Back in the late 1970s the two would often enjoy Lake Keomah. It was close 
and their kids loved to swim. skate and sled there. But around 1980 these two 
long-ttme friends decided they no longer wanted to talk to each other over the 
phone. Instead. they wanted to talk in person as they walked the various park 
roads and trails And so it began. Since that date the two have been wearing a 
groove in the place. For more than three decades they teamed up to walk and 
talk on average four times a week. 
Let's do the math That is 384 months. 19.968 weeks and an estimated 
79,872 walks. or about a half-million combined miles and a half-billion 
calones. And a lot of talk. 
The most recent related research that has crossed my desk ts from Dr. 
Cyrus Raji of UCLA and it details how active individuals have younger looking. 
and thus healthier. brains. Medical scans of the cerebral cortex from 876 
subjects indicated a direct correlation between activity and retained bratn 
matter. I am thus guessing Sally and Elaine have the bratns of 20-year-olds. 
I mean that in only the most posttive way 
Now an obvtous assertton would be that folks with healthter brains put 
two and two together and walk. Thus the btg brain results tn walking rather 
than vice versa. But the preponderance of research does seem to detail a very 
strong and direct correlatton between caloric output and better brains. 
In talking to the two I was struck by the soundtrack. I had already pictured 
the images of eagles. deer and trees in various shades of seasonal color, but 
they were as enthused about the cacophony of bird sounds on early walks 
and the sounds of leaves underfoot during the fall. 
For the record. Gehrig was the first professional athlete to have his jersey 
number retired. Today I suggest the DNR retire the numbers of Sally and 
Elaine. What is their number you ask7 Well.number 1 of course. For their 
feat of feet. perhaps thetr shoes can be displayed in the Lake Keomah lodge. 
It's valuable to point out that over all those years the cost of their walking 
amounted to zero So there you have it.. friends ... activity .nature in all its 
glory . younger bodies and brains. better health qualtty of lLfe ... and no fees. 
Let me know if there Ls some news out there better than that. 
..... N L t ~JE is a nationally recognized authority on public health and 
physical activity. In 2010, he and his buddies rode bicycles across 
Iowa. nver to river. in 21 straight hours. He res ides in Des Moines. 
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chi~ren 's nature questions 
BY A. JAY WINTER 
A. jay Ww ter educates up to 20,000 Iowa children 
each year as the DNR's traznzng specialzst at 
the Spn ngbrooll Colzser11afwn Education Center. 
COOPER AGE 7. IN POLK COUNTY ASKS· 
Are slugs snails Looking 
foro shell? 
""{X J hile slugs an· pn·lty much snatls without <;hells. 
V V they don't seem to bl' jealous of their cousin<;' 
houses on tlw go. 
It's tnw that snails use their shells for protection-
from otlwr animals and from drying out in the sun. But 
that docsn 't mean slug-. are helpless They can hide in 
small spaces that a snail can't, and that protects them 
from prC'dators and the sun, and even gives them a 
good place to lay <·ggs. They can escape harsh weather 
by burrmving into the ground during hot, dry spells 
and to hibernate in tlw winter. 
Slugs live on land, in thP sea and in freshwater. 
l\Iany have color that blend into the background 
or bright color that warn other animals that they're 
not a tasty snack. Banana slugs co\'er themselves in 
mucus that can numb a predator's mouth. 
Some n•sparchers <'V<~n suggest that slugs once 
had external shells, as they evolved from snails and 
lost their shells over time. Today, mo<.;t oslug<; have 
a remnant of a shell, although it's usuall} internal. 
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Find a volunteer project or post your own event at 
www.KeepersOfTheLond.org or call 515-281-0878. 
PARK 
LIFESAVER 
GUS STANGL, DES MOINES 
Teen raises funds for first aid in park 
Gus Stangl knows a tot of Iowans enjo~ 
Big Creek State Park. and he wants to 
make sure the~ stay safe. Because of 
his efforts. two new automated external 
defibnltators. or AEDs. stt at the read~ to 
assist during cardiac arrest. "You never 
know when someone's going to have a 
heart attack. and an AED can increase 
their chances of survival:· Stangl sa~s. The recent East High School graduate from 
Des Moines started volunteering at the park in 2011 . While his parents were fishing. 
he picked up trash. and things went from there. he says. "I had started accumulating 
mane~ from cans and bottles and I had to have ada~ off to get my CPR certification 
renewed. which included training on automatic defibrillators. That is when Park 
Manager Chad Ketchen mentioned that the parr did not have an AED. So the project 
began:· Stangl sa~s. In addition to cans collected at btns tn the park. the Big Creek 
Marina donated cans left on rental boats. A newspaper star~ caught the e~e of 
aed.com. whtch donated an AED. and of AEOprofessionats com. which offered a big 
discount. The Polk Cit~ Chamber of Commerce chtpped tn too. One AED stays at the 
beach and the other goes with on-call park staff Stangl's done cleanup on the bike 
path and ftshing trails. groomed the beach pta~ ground and painted. too "Gus and his 
famit~ represent the t~pe of park user that every manager dreams of. The~ noticed a 
need and were wiltlng to put their time and efforts in to meet those needs. The AEDs 
are the kind of ttem that we know are needed. but hope we never use:· says Ketchen. 
IT TAKES A NAVY 
JIM COLBERT, AMES 
Professor leads cleanup of Story County streams 
It began with a claw footed. cast-iron bathtub 
upside-down in the Skunk River staring down 
angler and Iowa State University professor Jim 
Colbert He needed a service project for hts 
biology students. and now he suddenly needed 
a way to get a bathtub out of the river. So. wtth 
15 students and some canoes. Colbert launched 
the Skunk River Nav~ tn 1998. Stnce then. he and 
about 1.900 volunteers have walked the 25-mile 
length of the Skunk. plus a few mtles on Squaw 
and Clear creeks. removing 68 tons of trash 
There's "legacy trash:· old wagon wheels and farm 
implements. always tons of ttres. but also new 
t 
ttems. like a stackable washer and dryer. With no water to hide trash in a stretch of 
drought-stncken Squaw Creek last year. the Navy took out everythtng other than 
some cars. "We had never gotten to the bottom of the ptle before:· Colbert says. 
While a lot of sweat qoes into removing trash. students also do IOWATER biologtcal 
monitonng. looktng for Lnsects. snatls. cra~fish and more "At Iowa State. 75 percent 
of our students are from Iowa and the vast majont~ has never done anything like 
this The~·ve spent thetr whole lives with these things in their backyards and never 
had a chance to see them:· Colbert says Creattng that opportunit~ makes Colbert 
a great teacher. sa~s the DNR's Bnan Soenen. ]tm's abtlLt~ to connect people with 
science is extraordinary. just betng around the gu~ makes you want to learn more 
about our natural world:· Colbert's happy to see less JUnk on ftshing tnps. but he's 
satisfied more wtth what his students are learmng. 'These ktnds of experiences are 
so powerful that nobod~ forgets them Really. rivers face larqer problems But trash 
is a barometer of how we value our nvers. We're developtng people who understand 
Iowa's rivers are important:' 
STARTING AT HOME 
D.G. AND ROSIE PARTRIDGE, BREDA 
Sac County family embraces conservJ_ o .. 
D. G. and Rosie Partridge started out 34 ~ears ago 
with a small famit~ and three acres. Today. thetr 
kids. grandkids and great-grandkids work to protect 
1 00-plus acres. Carnarvon Creek and Black Hawk 
Lake. "We grew up on farms wtth so much talk about 
conservation that it was just instilled in us:· 
says Rosie. Through the Black Hawk Lake 
watershed project. other programs and 
thetr own pockets. they've planted native 
grasses filter strips. buffers. windbreaks 
and nprapped streambanks. ··we saw the 
need and we JUSt enjoy t( says Rosie. The 
Sauk Rail Tratl. a multi -use tratl reaching 
from Lake Vtew to Breda. runs along 
42 acres that the Partridges placed in a 
conservatlon easement. protecttng it from 
future development but keeping it in the 
·• family for their use. It also shows trail users 
"' how conservation helps the creek and lake. 
"We've always been interested in water 
qua lit~ and have seen that creek take some 
hard hLts says Roste. "Our kids played down 
there and caught frogs. I think tt can be a 
clean creek again:· Family has always been 
a part of caring for the land. and Rosie and 
D.G. see tt as a family legacy. The grandkLds 
help remove invasive plants plant and water trees. 
and hunt and fish. "We try to get thetr hands on the 
land. and it's rewarding to see them apprenate it too:· 
sa~s Rosie. The famtly's conservatLOn work creates 
wtldltfe habitat and another 73-acre easement protects 
the North Raccoon Rtver. Rosie and her daughter. Ltz 
Partndge Blesstngton. volunteer as IOWATER water 
momtors. The famtly built their offtce building in Breda 
sustainably and added native planttngs. a ratn garden 
and a wetland so that others could learn about the 
practices. They revery conservation-minded people 
and had a lot Ln place prior to the proJect:' says T J Lynn 
wtth the Black Hawk Lake watershed proJect. 'They're 
very willtng to do whatever we've asked to take care of 
the lake. They don't hesttate:· 
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TIPS, TRICKS AND MUST-KNOWS TO ENHANCE YOUR OUTDOOR FUN 
I l's opening day in the woods A turkey gobbles ~ow what? 
A sutcessful day m the turkey 
v..oocls ma)- end \Vith a gobbler in 
the bag. It might mean calling in a 
big tom. even if you get no shot You 
know you can do it again. Success Is 
often mea-.;ured in degrees 
If you're one of the hunters 
snatching up 45.000 c;;pring -.ea..,on tag'> 
in Iowa. you probabl} knov.. planmng 
start.;, well before opening day. 
"'I urkeyc;; are creatures of habit. 
Using aerial photo<; and other 
technological advances are fine. 
Turkeys are finicky about ravines and 
fences. It helps to get out there on the 
ground," stresses Jim Coffey. from the 
14 IOWA OUTDOORS MARCH I APRIL 2013 
DN if.., wildlife research office near 
Char I ton. 
Scout Early 
"You want to go see what's up with 
the acorn crop You can get that in 
the tall while squirrel hunting. It's 
the -.;(une sktll -:,et You sit veq sttll. 
)ou sometunes c;;talk It's done in the 
-;amp habitat." explains Coffe}. who 
u -.c.., that analog} in his seminars. 
"Squirrelc:; rely on their eyesight, 
their hearing. They just don't gobble." 
AI' n or C::rn11ti nn 
Winter is a great time to track turkeys 
in the snow. However, cold weather 
turkeys are bunched up. Come 
-.pnng, they split up. They will not be 
clu'>terC'cl. feeding in open fields. And 
don't barge in days before the opener. 
"I stand on hilltops. I listen. I figure 
out \\here roost trees are and where 
turke}.., \\ant to go." outlines Coffey. 
Openmg day. "I put myself in between. 
I empha..,Ize the biology of the bird. 
\\ hy docs he do what he does?" 
\A/hi rh C::o:lc;:nn 
Iowa offers five seasons for spring 
turkey hunters, including the popular 
C'arly youth season. With a working 
knowleclgc> of the big bird, change 
your strategy and techniques as bare 
vegetation and even occasional late 
snows of early- to mid-April yield to 
• 
'" 
' 
r 
r 
cilnJ 
nP 
the green-up, sunshine and biting 
mosquitoes of mid-May. 
r~ Lu v~rc;uc; ~tro c;o~snn 
In early season, "vegetation is open. 
That gobbler can see a hen through 
several hundred yards of woods. Be in 
place and concealed. Get into thicker 
cover, a tree blowdown. Break up your 
pattern," says Coffey. "Later, when it 
i5 green, you can move a little; adjust 
your position. Turkeys will more likely 
"sneak" the call. So be ready." 
~Llr-+ fc;p 
"It is s imilar to bass fish ing lures. You 
can buy a lot, but you may not always 
need it. I'll have a couple mo uth calls, 
a box call and owl hooter. I might 
not use them each time, but they are 
there when I need them," says Coffey. 
"But be confident with what you 
use." Know when to use a box call. 
Or that mouth call? Practice to build 
confidence or it won't work. The satne 
goes for your gun. Be confident with 
what you are shooting." 
r rack nf n~'"' 
"Everybody loves going out at "0-
dark-30." Yet, there is nothing wrong 
with heading out at 10 or 11 a.n1.." 
suggests Coffey. "That turkey lives 
where you hunt. They are still there. 
That being said, though, you don't kill 
a gobbler when you're lying in bed!" 
1 nt lr~tP Cn nn 
By the end of third season, hens are 
starting to nest. Totns don't often reply 
to calls. "There can be a lot of sneaking. 
That's often the sub-dotninant ton1. 
He's the 2-year-old bird. He's tired of 
being beaten up by the big three or four 
year old boss tom. That can still be a 
very nice turkey," ren1inds Coffee. Late 
seasons run longer, the days are longer 
to hunt and weather is 1nore stable. 
?n1"l Cnr-i n Turkey Seasons 
Apr. 6-14 Youth 
Apr. 15-18 First 
Apr. 19-23 Second 
Apr. 24-30 Third 
May 1-19 Fourth 
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'Barna Ri 
A new fishing lure is hooking converts 
across lo'ija, but has many anglers 
snagged on legality. The Alabama Rig 
is an umbrella setup with a weighted 
head and five trailing wire leaders. 
Attaching lures to leaders simulates 
a school of baitfish. Iowa rules allow 
two hooks per line. Iowans can use this 
popular setup provided only two of the 
five lures contain hooks. 
LEFT: 5 lure. 2 hook. 
. 'bama ng setup 
" 
As Iowans, we are proud of our great state. Cons1der getting involved to ensure that the beauty and quality 
of life 1n Iowa continuously improves for our children and grandchildren. April 20 13 is Keep Iowa Beautiful month, 
why not plan to take action? Here are ways you can: 
~ Enroll in the Iowa Department of Transportation's Adopt a Highway program. It's easy and rewarding . Visit 
www.iowadot.gov/maintenance/adopt_a_highway.html for more information on how to get started. 
~ Do something about littering! Report littering at 1-888-NOLITTR (1-888-665-4887). 
Vis1t the Keep Iowa Beautiful web site at www keepiowabeautiful.com for additional information. 
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T he 178-acre lake at Big Hollow Conservation Area in Des Moines County was created four years ago 
and stocked with crappies, bluegill s, bass, tnuskies and 
catfish . By now, they've r each ed impressive s izes. From 
boat or hore, tes t your line s treng th aga ins t big fi sh , 
then tay at one of 16 secluded and fo re ted primitive 
campsites, a r ustic cabin or at one of 32 RV sites. T hen 
explore and cast on numer ous ponds that dot the park. 
Te t yo ur marksmanship at a shoot ing range or 3-D 
• 
• 
arch ery range , th en return the fir st and third Friday 
nights each month to gawk at the heavens fro m the 
observatory. With family in tow, hike 8 miles of trails, 
swim and bask at the non-alcohol beach or ride bikes on 
the new 6-mile leg of the Flint River Trail. Eventually, 
the trail will span 20 miles to connect Burlington to Big 
Hollow. T he model airplane fie ld is a h it with familie s, too. 
Learn more at dmcconservation.com or 379-753 -8260 
Greater ? 
BURLINGTON 
Partnership 
319-752-6365 
www.visitburlingtoniowa.com 
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CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT: Wlde open water lS good stuff for 
summertlme studies on sklpping rocks The trail in the park is 
short and sweet. good for entry level explorers. Beach front dining 
at PM Park. klds can klck off the flip-flops and build castles whlle 
the folks recap the day The playground at Mcintosh Woods State 
Park lS a great place for kids to burn off energy. 
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Ancient fossils, prairie remnant, natural 
Lake, forward-thLnking restoration: 
Ventura's Mcintosh Woods State Park on 
Clear Lake reads Like pages of Iowa history, 
and a hopeful glance at the future. 
It's Friday night, and_you're settling in for a wee Rend at Mcintosh Woo as 
State Park, one of two state parks on the 3,684-acre 
natural body of water called Clear Lake. 
You've taken a short trail walk from the campground 
to soak in the scenery. The sun is setting. 
You note that the trail has risen to a mellow hill. 
Campfire smoke hangs on the air, tendrils like gray ghosts 
bending and stretching toward the water. Here, you tread 
on the satne dirt as the Ioway, Meskwaki and Sioux peoples 
that shared this neutral ground, their scouts ducking low to 
scan the north central Iowa landscape from this same hill. 
They too explored the nearby Winnebago River, its 
rocky outcrops bristling with ancient foss ils. They hunted 
on the prairie that once covered most of the stale, and you 
can still see rare remnant patching the dirt around here. 
Clear Lake's shallows trill with amphibious life as it did 
back then, night noises that follow you back to your tent 
or your RV or one of Mcintosh's two yurts. 
This vibrancy-a hint of what once was-wouldn't have 
been possible without a recent decade-long lake renovation 
that should keep the area vital for years to come. 
In a weekend, you can witnes it yourself. Maybe catch 
a fish or two w hi 1 e you· r e at it. 
A Lake with a past 
Just a few decades ago, the nan1e "Clear Lake" seen1ed 
an ironic joke-a silted-in n1ud hole full of carp, the lake 
wasn't great for fishing, and tourists couldn't see tnore 
than a few inches into it. (See sidebar.) 
But the people of these lake towns, residents and 
weekenders alike, wanted their Clear Lake back. The DNR 
wanted a healthy fishery again. A robust lake association 
wanted all those things. 
WWW. IOWADNR GOV 19 
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They banded together, v.:orked in the watershed and 
lak(> and revived the water. Novv Clear Lake is a deep 
forest green, clear for several feet down Even a little kid 
with a cheapie rod can pull out a yellow bass on the ftrst 
cast. or reel in bluegills \\bile waiting for tlw boat to dock 
or dance with a big catfish on shore . The lakt ">mells like 
fish, because tt'c:; full of them-walleye, muskte, panfish 
and catfish-like it was 100 years ago . Even a thousand. 
The joint effort speaks to a tradition of moderate 
preservation in this corner of Cerro Gordo County. The 
people like their lake, and they've developed some of 
it But lake pioneers also set out to preserve its natural 
beauty and its more nuanced details, c:;uch ac:; its breeze. 
"The pioneers of this area established Clear Lake 
'->tate Park in 1941," says 18-year park manager Tammy 
Domonoskc, pointing to Mclntoc:;h's popular sister park 
20 IOWA OUTDOORS MARCH I APRIL 2013 
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along the <:>outhwest shore. "But it was on the wrong side 
of the lake." 
Domonoc;ke, an avtd distance runner with a hands-in-
pocket shyne-;-., about her, sa\ s the lake association (the 
same one that helped along the recent lake renovation) 
wanted a park on the northv.c~t '>ide, too-because it had 
the best breezes 
"There were about 60 acres on the northwest side of 
the lake, owned by a Rose Mcintosh, part of a family who 
were pioneers to this area," says Domonoske. 
Rose's land is now Mcintosh Woods State Park. 
Domonoske says Gov. George Wilson dedicated it on 
Aug. 12, 1944, a petite woodsy refuge where gooseberry 
and raspberry bushes brush the short campground trail. 
Its marsh observation blind is popular with wood ducks, 
mallards and other migrators, as well as campers in 
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search of the perfect early-morning coffee perch. 
"Governor Wilson called th is park a 'delightfully cool 
spot,"' Domonoske chuckles. "They go t those southern 
breezes they wanted." 
A gentle wind kicks up, like the park is showing off a little. 
Tinu worlds 
It'~ a mystery why Iowa's parks don't have more yurts 
like the two in Mcintosh. Really it is. Soft-sided like a 
tent, roomy like a cabin, Iowa 's park yurts help modern 
travelers appreciate the wild side of Iowa's protected 
areas (from the comfor t of a decent bed). The sky dome, 
while covered, makes good bedtime s targazing. The 
windows zip open, so you can catch those coveted breezes 
and the hoot of owls. Bathhouses just a few feet away. 
Dock even closer. 
-
- .,. 
-
-
- -
- ---
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Here in Ventura, the floors are made of reclaimed wood 
fron1 a church in Des Moines: holy ground of sorts. 
"I like the seclusion," says Kim Gibbs, who lives in 
Mason City but takes the short drive with her husband 
Joe. "It's sheltered from wind and rain, but not as 
sheltered as a hotel." 
It's that slightly wild feeling in a tame setting that 
makes Mcintosh a good weekend escape from the usual 
wheel ruts. Just southwest of nearby Nora Springs, Bird 
Hill State Preserve and Claybanks Forest State Preserve 
provide some of the best fossil collecting in the United 
States, where anyone can pick up 375-million-year-old 
remnants of Iowa's history as an ancient tropical sea. 
Just about a mile north of the park lies Hoffn1an Prairie, 
a Nature Conservancy-owned pothole marsh and a tall 
grass prairie remnant. 
-
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Zadle Hoff. 7. reels in 
blg catch-a mighty 
fffi;h-5~learned to 
Two publlc flshlng jettles ln Ventura make for easy angling for 
the famlly Wlth llttle to snag on. plenty of room and lots-a-fish 
DNR blologlst John Pearson teaches Rles Wilson and 
Sam and Zadle Hoff about prame pothole landscape 
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The DNR's state biologist, John Pearson, drifts slowly 
through long grasses brushing his legs like flames. 
He points out rare prairie plants to a group of children. 
They've moved no further than 10 steps in 20 minutes, 
yet they're rapt. 
The prairie plant names sound so untamed. Yarrow, lead 
plant, hoary puccoon that flowers yellow in early spring. 
Prairie dropseed, which looks like someone dropped a wig 
on the ground each fall. Yellow parsnip. Rattlesnake master, 
its leaves like yucca, only dwelling on natural prairie like 
this. Mountain mint, wild rose, sawtooth sunflower, covered 
in ants. Wild iris. Prairie sagewort. Prairie coreopsis. 
Compass plant. Golden Alexander. 
"Why does it shiver?" asks a little girl, pointing to a 
meadow rue' s fuzzy pink flowers. 
Pearson brushes his fingertips over it. "That's the wind 
blowing the anthers-the pollen-bearing part of the flower." 
A pothole marsh is rife with plant life, waterfowl and 
migrators. These depressions in the land left by glaciers-
with high spots called hummocks and massive divots from 
the wake of ancient ice floes-have mostly been drained 
or farmed over. Few remain, so they're worth noting when 
you find one. 
"It's a rumpled landscape," explains Pearson. 
"UlQ marsh observatlon blind at 
~clntosh, where wood ducks and 
mallards and other migrators pass 
t~c;wgh in spring and fall, makes 
it a favorite early-morning coffee 
hangout fo r birders and campers. 
-
- ... 
The g roup still has barely moved. "It's common for a 
tallgras~ prairie like this one to have 25 different pecies 
in a square meter." 
He points out a gall in goldenrod. "That' a little baby 
fly in there," he shows around the swollen gorge in the 
tall plant, the re ult of a fly inserting an egg into the stem. 
"It'll spend its su tnmer and winter in there and come out 
next spring. That's unless a wasp comes along." Tiny 
parasitic wasps often lay eggs in the same gall, and their 
hatchlings then attack the fly's larva. 
He holds up a baby katydid. "All these critters in here 
are just millimeters in size." 
A modern history 
In 1909, Bayside Amusement Park opened, e tablishing 
Clear Lake as one of Iowa's good-time de tinations. Then 
1933 positioned it as a place of legend with the opening of 
the Surf Ballroom, a rock'n 'roll danceatorium that became 
the s ite of the last concert given by Buddy Holly, Ritchie 
Valens and the Big Bopper, before their fatal plane crash 
on Feb. 3, 1959 outside Clear Lake. It was the Day the 
Music Died, and The Surf is sti ll a pilgrin1age for rock 
fans everywhe re. 
Back in those days, large commercial wooden tourist 
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boats with names like The Prince~s and The Zl•phyr 
crisscrossed Clear Lake (A sternvdweler ferry called 
The Lady of the Lake gh es Slenic cruises now.) 
You can almost hear echoes of those heydays when 
Dick and jean Bruner rev up their 19!>.) (t'ntury wooden 
boat called Happy Days. 
"Most people up here have their first lake memot y on 
a wooden boat," says Dick He brought Jean on datcs in 
the Happy Da} s, which belonged to a friend who sold it 
to him in 1977. They married and had five sons, and. like 
many boating families on Clear Lake. Happy Days has 
seen more birthda} sand rowdy cousins than Dick and 
Jean can keep track of 
''\Ve had six. votes for a boat and one for carpeting," 
winks jean as Dtck rockets from a lakeside dock. 
They like to stop at one of two lake restaurants-Rtch 's 
I\luskie Lounge in Ventura, or PM Park just outside of 
Clear Lake, a former amusement park and summer camp 
run by a branch of the Odd Fellows whose history-loving 
owner hangs wooden boat photos on the walls. 
jean points out the Iowa National Heritage Foundation land 
along the lake's south side. Natural wedges of shoreline make 
boatmg here such a pleasure, she says. (Sec Sidebar Two). 
The abundance of public lands may be wh} Clear Lake 
is a mellower vacation than its harder-partying counterpart, 
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LEFT. The lakeside outdoor dLning and tikL bar at PM Park 
make Lt a popular stop for VLSLtors. ABOVE After a day of 
fLshlng or boating. the downtown Clear Lake antique stores. 
eateries and specialty shops are a must-visLt 
Okoboji. Plus. there's alwa} s .... orne family-friendly fun 
going on. from c1 Fourth of J ul} fire\\ orks-and-parade 
extravaganza to Christnuh by the I ake The renewed 
interest in water quality onl} adds to the sense of vitality 
"Small town Amet ica stdl exbts here," says Jean. As 
Dick slices through the water with the bow of Happy 
Days, an Amencan Oag waves from the stern. 
They motor pao;,t that hillside trail in Mcintosh \Voods 
State Park. bending bulru..,hes and cattails in their wake, 
healthy waters churning quieti} with life. stirring up 
traces of Iowa ht...,tor \ 
When you go 
Food 
PM PARK. For the best lake ambiance. and a pretty sand 
beach to go with the htstoq C1ood cats 15297 Raney 
Dr. lVlay through Sept. call 647-357- 7997; Off season call 
64 7-529-2222. pmpark.net 
GE-JO'S BY THE LAKE. In Clear Lake, an Italian restaurant 
overlooking the banushell park, with an Astroturf dining 
area out front. 12 N. Third St. 647 -357-8288. 
STARBOARD MARKET. A 13-vear old family-owned joint on 
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Rich's Muskie Lounge is just steps 
away from the ~ampgrou~ and 
yurts. Sam and Zadie Hoff and 
Ries Wilson play in the water at 
PM P~rk. The restaurant features 
Lake-vlew seating. 
Clear Lake's Main Street, serving tasty sandwichPs 
----
.. 
and soups, plus inventive sides such as cornbread salad 
with creatny sage dressing, or a simple strawberries 
and cr eam. Most things are hou e-made, and e r ved 
on Fiestaware. 310 Main. 641 -357-0660; starboardmarket.net 
RICH'S MUSKIE LOUNGE. 702 E. Lake St., Ventura. 
641-829-3850. 
Activities 
HOFFMAN PRAIRIE. Thirty-seven acres, off the s houlder 
of Balsatn Avenue, two miles west of Clear Lake. Nature.org 
BIRD HILL STATE PRESERVE AND CLAYBANKS ~CREST 
STATE PRESERVE. A 56-acre fo r est with one acre of 
internationally known Devonian foss il in the soft 
limestone and shale along the Winnebago River. Some 
of the nation's best fossil collec ting beds, and you keep 
what you pick. www.co.cerro-gordo.ia.us 
WINNEBAGO RIVER PADDLING. Pretty paddling past 
ledges and limestone cliffs-some of which are right 
inside Mason City. In his book Paddling Iowa, waterways 
expert Nate Hoogeveen s uggests paddling both the 
Winnebago and Shell Rock together in one weekend. 
co.cerro-gordo.ia.us/ Conservation/ Conservation_recreational_ 
FLYER canoe winnebago.pdf 
RIVER CITY TOURS AND TAXI. Owner and U.S. Arn1y 
Veteran ] an1es Kleven's pedal cab service offers an open-
air ride th r ough Mason City, highlighting Frank Lloyd 
Wright a nd Meredith Willson's "Music Man" history. 
A great way to see the area's hidden pleasures. $20 per 
hour. 641 -530-2067; facebook.com/ RiverCityTourAndTaxi. 
THE LADY OF THE LAKE. cruiseclearlake.com 8 
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With renovated lakes, watershed 
improvements and excellent year 
classes, 2013 fishing will yield an 
angler's feast. 
BY MICK KLEMESRUD 
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You don't have to spend much time fi shing in Iowa to understand that channel catfish are popular here, and 
that the Mississippi River is the best place to catch them. 
The river has a huge population of channel catfish of 
all ~ izes, and fi shing begins as soon as the ice goes out. 
Catfish feed on shad that died in the backwaters over 
th e wint e r. Dead shad drift out of shallow backwaters 
toward th e main river makin g the mouth of th e backwater 
a prime fi shing location. 
"Cut shad or sour shad is the bes t bail after ice out 
because that is what catfish are feeding on, " says Bernie 
Schonhoff, fisheries biologis t at Muscatin e. "The n the 
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baits shift to night crawlers in the late pring, and then 
stink baits in summer." 
In Ju ne. catfish spawn and associate with cavity areas. 
like cut banks. log jams or rip rap. As summer rolls on, 
find catfi sh in log jams and stump fields. 
As for equipment. Schon hoff says a medium heavy 
61/z foot rod with 20 pound monofilament is a good set 
up for most channel catfishing situations. 
"For the mos t part, ca tfi sh arc not subtle bi ters, 
you know when you've got a s trike," he says. "You 
need eq uipme nt that ca n get th e m out of s tump field s 
or log jams." 
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LOCATION 
Pool 9 Channel Catfish 
Harpers Ferry upstream 
to Genoa, Wis. Bluegill 
Pool 10 
Guttenberg upstream 
to Harpers Ferry 
Pool11 
Dubuque upstream 
to Guttenberg 
Pool12 
Bellevue upstream 
to Dubuque 
Pool13 
Clinton upstream 
to Bellevue 
Pool 14 
LeCLaire upstream 
to Clinton 
Crappie 
Walleye 
Walleye 
Sauger 
Black Bass 
Northern Pike 
Channel Catfish 
Sauger 
Drum 
Bluegill 
Bluegill 
Crappie 
Walleye 
Smallmouth Bass 
Channel Catfish 
Crappie 
Drum 
Sauger 
Channel Catfish 
Walleye 
-
White Bass/Wiper 
Paddlefish 
Pool15 Channel Catfish 
Rack Island, Ill. upstream Smallmouth Bass 
to LeCLaire 
Pools 16-19 
Keokuk upstream 
to Rock Island, ILL. 
Walleye 
Drum 
Channel Catfish 
Crappie 
Walleye 
Sauger 
POOL19 
'• . . . 
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Excellent Fishing Good to Fair Fishing 
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No Fishing 
Use the following charts to track the hot bite times of your 
favorite fish species by region. Make a photo copy of this 
collection of charts to keep with your fishing equipment 
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LOCATION 
Clear Lake 
Cerro Gordo County 
Ldke Cornelia 
Wnght County 
Crystal Lake 
Hancock County 
Seeds Lake 
Fronklm County 
LOCATION 
Storm Lake 
Bueno Vtsto County 
Browns Lake 
Woodbury County 
Brushy Creek 
Webster County 
Little Sioux River 
(near Linn Grove) 
Bueno Vtsto County 
LOCATION 
Lost Island Lake 
Palo Alto/Clay Counties 
Mill Creek Lake 
O'Brten County 
Spirit Lake 
Dtckmson County 
West Okoboji 
Dickinson County 
- Excellent Fishing 
.... .,~ 
SRECIES 
Walleye 
Muskellunge 
Yellow Bass 
Channel Catfish 
Channel Catfish 
Yellow Bass 
Bluegill 
Largemouth Bass 
Black Crappie 
Largemouth Bass 
Yellow Bass 
.. -
SPECIES 
Walleye 
Black Crappie 
White Bass 
Channel Catfish 
Crappie 
Channel Catfish 
Bluegill 
Walleye 
-· 
Largemouth Bass 
Bluegill 
Crappie 
Walleye 
Northern Pike 
Channel Catfish 
Walleye 
Channel Catfish 
Yellow Bass 
Crappie 
Largemouth Bass 
BluegLll 
Walleye 
Crappie 
Smallmouth Bass 
Yellow Perch 
Walleye 
Bluegill 
Largemouth Bass 
Muskellunge 
SPRING 
SPRING 
2/14/13 5/4/13 
2/14/13 5/4/13 
2/14/13 5/4/13 
Good to Fair Fishing - No FishLng 
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When a fi h cleaning tation can't keep up with angler demand, the fishing ha to be hot. That's what Palo 
Alto County Con e rvati on Board workers faced, who 
twice daily had to empty the 30-gallon barrel that erved 
a the fish cleaning tation at Los t I land Lake. The 
overworked station will be r e placed thi summer with 
one equipped with a grinder to meet demand. 
Lost Is land Lake is experie ncing a surge in fi hing a 
the lake respond to a $ 1.2 million project that removed 
more than 1.25 million pounds of carp and buffalo, fixed 
the connected wetlands and ins talled barriers to keep 
them off limits to pawning carp. 
With carp gone and wetlands working properly, 
the water quality improved and the fi shery responded. 
"People are no longer driving past Los t Is land 
on the way to go fishing," says Jim Wahl, fisheries 
supervisor for northwe t Iowa. "Our creel reports 
showed a s ig nificant number of anglers fi shing the lake. 
The county conservation board is overwhelmed with 
the amount of recreation coming th eir way. They've 
had a 70 percent increase in campground receipts 
since the renovation, with vi i tors coming from 37 Iowa 
counties and nine states." 
Lost Island Lake is becoming a player in the outdoor 
recreation field. 
"We knocked the carp population back from about 400 
pounds per acre to 50 pounds per acre and increased our 
walleye and largemouth bass stocking to feed on newly 
hatched carp to keep their numbers down," Wahl says. 
"We are seeing aquatic vegetation return and as the 
- -
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water continues to clear, we anticipate bluegills, crappies 
and large mouth bass nu1nbers will increase as the lake 
continues to itnprove. It 's encouraging to see how quickly 
water quality has improved and fish respond," he say'>. 
"V'le added a rock reef on the north eas t s ide th at has 
been a fi s h tnagne t. If you don't have a map, ju<;t look 
for the boats." 
The 1 ,200-acre lake north of Ruthven is already 
producing excellent catch es of yellow bass, walleyes, 
white bass and c rappies. 
In April until early May, walleyes can be found close 
to the east hore in areas dominated by rock or cobble. 
Use a jig and minnow, lighted bobber or hair jig tipprd 
with a minnow in the evening and fi h s hallow. 
Mid-May means ye llow bass s tart to feed. "Anyone can 
bring a five gallon bucket he re , fill it with yellow bass and 
not feel bad about doing it," Wahl says . Use a 1/32 ounce 
jig with cutbait or a piece of night crawler on the bottom 
on the east shore in areas with rock, gravel or sand. 
June is the be t tnonth for all species, but for walleyes, 
fi sh from a boat with a bottom bouncer and a spinner 
blade tipped with a crawler and either drift or troll. 
Crappies get active in the s mall ar ea west of the 
bridge and the re are high numbers of 9- to 10-inch fish. 
White bass and northern pike round out the fi s hery. 
The lake has two boat ramps, a campground and a 
local bait shop. A lake map is available at www.wwadnr. 
gov/Fishing/WheretoFish.aspx. More information i 
available locally at www.ruthvenlostislond.com and from 
Palo Alto County Conservation at www.paccb.org/ 
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10\\.tl's trout countr} offer-> fi"hing for all skill levels on stredlllS that have \\.ild br0\\.11 trout tllld hatchl'l }-raised 
r,unbo\\ or brook trout And} ou will Jtnd sr<.'lll't} found 
nowlwre else tn the state \\ 1th ...,tl ep nat 1 O\\. \,tile} s, 
fon'"'ll'd hill slope:::. and clear .... pnng rreek..., 
.. I ht fraLlured lune:::.tone dominated l.llldform in 
norlht'cl"'t Iowa 1s not one th<ll ...,uppot h lctkes or ponds 
\'Pry \\ell so we put a lot of effort into our .... tre,tms and 
rivers," stl\..., \ltke ~ teuck. nortlwa-,t teg10nal ftshenes 
.... upen tsor "Our goal ha:::. been to enhance and expand 
fl...,h,tble trout waters by Improving \\atet qualit}. upland 
land management and instrcam habttal .. 
The 11-county region is reaping benefth from work 
that began decades ago to help Iowa trout stream.., reach 
their full potential. 
Partncring with private landowners, the l l~DA Natural 
Resource.., Con-:,ervation Service. count} conservation 
bo,u ds. the L S Fbh and ''' ildlifc ':>entcc. the I:.PA. 
and the Iowa Department of Agnculture and Land 
~tewarct....h1p on farming and cotlSl n·ation practices has 
reduced sediment and nutrient-.. entering ...,tream.., 
Impro\ing stream habitat \\lth bankhtde..,, '>treambank 
.... ta btl izatwn projects and improved '>tream no\\. '>truct urc 
\\.a.., made po .... ...,ible by partne1 ..,hip-; \\. i th Trout l 'nIt mitcd. 
II a\\. kc} e F-ly Fishing A soc1ation, county conservation 
board-; and private landowners 
Tho"c pa~t projects, coupled with continuing efforts, 
have expanded trout waters and increa'>cd the number 
of streams with self ustaining populations from six in 
1980 to 36 today. Another 30 streams exhibit inconsic:;tent 
reproduction that may be self sustaining as improvements 
arc completed. 
'Vith c>.ccllent trout lhhing available, Steuck offers 
a fev .. stream-; that p1 ovide diffen ..nt fishing experience<;. 
He note.., 1:- n...,Jgn and lll'witt creeks, in the Ensign 
Hollo\\. " ' lldhfe 1\Ianagenwnt Area, have naturally 
reproducing population of brov. n trout from 2 to 20 
incheo:;, and it ha..., an artificial lure only restriction that 
makes the -;trcam challenging to fish 
Bankston Creek 111 Bank-,ton Park. Richmond Springs 
in Backbone ~tate Park and ~ny Magill in the orth 
Cedar/ Sny Magtll Wildlife 1anagement Area have wild 
brown trout and arc ...,tockcd with catchable brook and 
rainbow trout. Sny Magill has several accesses for a 
solitary experience and a universally accessible fishing 
area for people wtth limited mobi lity. 
Trout River, five mile'> cast of Decorah, is a smaller 
stream that require'> more technique for the fly or 
'Spinner angler. but there are no restrictions on live bait. 
It ha5 naturally rt:>producing brov..n trout. and is stocked 
with catchable brook and rainbow trout. 
rorth Bear Creek ha-, htgh qualit} prings flowing into it 
and support<. more than 1,100 fi-;h per mile. It ha naturally 
reproducing brown trout and a lot of public access. 
Fishing technique.., vary from ~mall splitshot, plain 
hook and piece of night cra\' lcr (or marshmallow. corn 
or chee e) drifting in the current to 1/32 ounce hair-jigs 
in brown. olive, black or yellow, to spinners or flies. 
Bait hops arc available in the region and campers may 
set up in an e tablio:;hed campground or grab their tent 
and head to any Iowa wildlife area for a really primitive 
and solo experience. 
Iowa trout streams can be fished all year long and provide 
excellent fishing opportunities even when not stocked. 
• 
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LOCATION 
Lake Hendricks 
Lake Meyer 
Winneshiek County 
Upper Iowa River 
Winneshiek/ Allomokee 
Turkey River 
Volga Lake 
North Bear Creek 
Sny Magill Creek 
Trout River 
Casey Lake 
TomoCounty 
George Wyth Lake 
Block Hawk County 
Cedar River 
Multiple Counties 
Shell Rock River 
Multiple Counties 
Fountain Springs 
Delaware County 
Ensign Hollow 
Bluegill 
Crappie 
Largemouth Bass 
Smallmouth Bass 
Suckers 
Walleye 
Channel Catfish 
Brown Trout 
Rainbow Trout 
Brook Trout 
Channel Catfish 
Largemouth Bass 
Bluegill 
Crappie 
Channel Catfish 
Largemouth Bass 
Bluegill 
Crappie 
Northern Pike 
Channel Catfish 
Smallmouth Bass 
Walleye 
Northern Pike 
Suckers 
Channel Catfish 
Smallmouth Bass 
Walleye 
Suckers 
Rainbow Trout 
Brook Trout 
Brown Trout 
Brown Trout 
-
Spring Branch Creek Brown Trout 
Delaware County 
Brook Trout 
Rainbow Trout 
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Excellent FLshing 
Good to Fair Fishing 
Lake Hendricks- Howard County, Turkey River- Clayton County, Volga River- Fayette County, N. Bear Cr- Winneshiek County, 
Sny Magill Cr- Clayton County, Trout River- Winneshiek County, Ensign Hollow- Clayton County 
WWW. IOWADNR GOV 33 
Excellent Fishing 
Good to Falr Fishlng 
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Parking lots are getting more crowded as word spreads about excellent fi hing at Big Hollow Lake, five miles 
north of Burlington. 
Con truction on the 178-acre take wa finis hed in 
2008. By pring 2009, it filled to full pool and was stocked 
with bluegill, large mouth bas , channel catfish and 
redear s unfi h. Black crappies were added in 2010 and 
mu kellunge in spring 2012. 
"The re's a lot of fi s h in the re," says teve Waters, 
so utheast dis trict fisheries s upe rvisor. "The fi s h are 
g rowing like gang-busters and people are going to 
the lake in big numbers. 
"Thi i a high quality system that will produce 
exceptional fi shing for year and years to come," 
Water ays. "This is the type of lake we like to build-
a maile r watershed, more teep lake ba in, less erodible 
soil type and the local conservation board control most 
of the watershed to protect the lake." 
Tho e factors will lead to high water quality and 
better fi shing. 
"This lake is loaded with habitat. Lots of trees were 
left, and rock piles, s pawning beds, armored islands with 
rip-rap, catfish hotels (pallet beds), culverts and brush 
pi les were added," he says. 
The lake fishery has quality s izes and lots of them, 
which is typical of a new lake . Bluegills are a robust 
8 inches plus, crappies are pushing 10 to 11 inches, 
channel catfish are up to 18 inches and there are lots 
of 15-inch largemouth bass with some 3- to 4-pounders. 
The lake has a few fish ing jetties, but it is best fi s hed 
from a boat. 
"Shore fi shing can be really good around the jetties, 
but a boat provides access to the majority of the lake 
and allows you to move to find active fish," Waters notes . 
For bluegills and crappies, Water says cast a 
1/32-ouncc bubblegum jig tipped with a l-inch paddletail 
body around woody structure, allow the lure 
to slowly drop until just out of sig ht and then begin a slow 
and steady retrieve. Don't lift the jig from the water too 
early as fi s h will often strike next to the g unn els. Vertically 
jigging around woody cover can also produce fish. 
To catch channel catfis h, use chicken liver or night 
crawlers unde r a bobber. Channel catfis h will come near 
shore in] une to spawn so s hallow area next to brush 
piles are good areas to fish. There are numerous catfish 
hotels in 8 feet of water or less. 
Big Hollow Lake offers two unique fi hing 
opportunities-one for redear s unfish and the other 
for mu kies. Although large muskies won't be showing 
up anytime soon, r edears ar e turning up right now. 
Redear s unfis h are not as numerous as the ir cous in 
the bluegill , and need to be fi shed a little differently. 
Redears are bottom oriented fish. Part of their diet 
is s nail s, so fish just off the bottom or in weed beds 
with ice Die , tipped with a s mall piece of worm or g rub. 
Snails are not quick so don't move the bait much. 
Big Hollow Lake is part of the larger recreation area 
that offers modern camping, a shooting range and hiking 
trails. Bait hop are available nearby in We t Burlington. 
More information, including a lake map with GPS 
coordinate for habitat, is lis ted on the Des Moines 
County Conservation Board at www.dmcconservotion.com. 
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TJ'velve Mtle Lake will provide excellent overall (p;hing again 
1. tht-.; }ear. but 2013 will be the year of the crappie 
~even }ettr-.; after the lake \\<l~ drained to eluninatc 
c1 -.;luntl'd yello\\ bass and carp population. and to ftx a 
\\atet suppl} \ahc. T\\elve 1\filc I ctke h.h returned a" 
the top lake m '>0 u t h v, e-:>t I O\\ a for b lu eg d J..,, u-c1 ppte...,, 
largemouth ba..., ..... walle) e.., and channelc.ttlt-.;h, plu~ 
mtt...,ter angler--.;tzed bullhead.., 
But tt'" crapptes are the mam attraction. 
"We are going to ha\ e ab..,olutelv phenomenal 
crappie fi...,hmg here." a} Chn..:, I ar ... on. south\\e..:,t 
clhtnct fi-..lwnes supervtsor "\\'e had good numbers 
of harve .... table size fish in 2012 and the"<' have grown 
an tnch ~ince then. The best time to target crapptes 
i"' during the spawn Anywhere there i~ rock will hold 
. . ,, 
spawnmg crapptes. 
fhe act10n peaks around May 15 After the ..:,pawn 
and continuing through fall. crappte-.; will target flooded 
timber or brush pile . 
I .arson "uggest either mall natural colon•d feather 
jtg'> or tube Jig and only use a bobber if it'-., \vind). 
Keep the line at 4 pound te t or lighter. 
"Don't ...,et the hook too hard Ju...,t lift the rod tip 
They're called papermouth for a rea">on," he ... ays. 
Twelve :V1ile Lake's 640 acre is heavy on habitat that 
was added during its renovation. 
during the spawn 
Rocks attract walleye.., and the fi~h will be shallow. The face 
of the dam and rocky poinh attract the most walleyes. 
P s e a 1, 16 to 1 I H o tiill' e p 1 n k j i g head and w h it e 
t w is t e r or pI a i n jig \\ 1 t h a c h a r l r e u s e body and fi s h in 2 to 
6 feet of water \not her option '" to pitch c:;hallow running 
crank bath paralk I to the shore 
The \\allc}c bite' ..,top ... tn mid April but returns in May 
when the} can be found ..,earching for a meal after resting 
up from spawning acttvity. I• ish rock piles with a jig and 
either a cra'A ler or minnow. In June. u e a lip bobber 
over rock ptles in 6. 10 or 15 feet of water. 
If it's largemouth ba""· channel catfish. bluegi11s or 
bullheads you're after. Larson says Twelve Mil e is also 
the lake for you. 
"The quality and abundance of all fish in Twelve Mile 
Lake right now i~ exce llent." Lar~on said. "Structure will 
hold fi-sh and we put all kinds of ~tructure in the lake to 
provide lot.., of place" to ft...,h " 
Bait shape;, are avatlablC' tn Cre<:>ton and Afton. 
Camp at nearb} rhret> l\1ile Lake and Green Valley 
tate Park ~ 
• 
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LOCATION 
Red Rock Lake 
Marian County 
Roberts Creek Lake 
Marion County 
Saylorville Lake 
Polk County 
Beaver Lake 
Des Moines River 
Multiple Counties 
Big Creek Lake 
Hickory Grove Lake 
Lake Ahquabi 
Warren County 
- :t...:' •' • 
SPECIES 
-.. 
Crappie 
Channel Catfish 
WhLte Bass 
Crappie 
Largemouth Bass 
Walleye 
White Bass 
Wiper 
Crappie 
Walleye 
Channel Catfish 
Flathead Catfish 
White Bass 
Bluegill 
BluegLll 
Bluegill 
Redear Sunfish 
Trout 
SPRING SUMMER FALL 
·MAR 
Excellent Fishing 
Good to Fair Fishing 
Beaver Lake- Dallas County, Big Creek Lake- Polk County, Hickory Grove Lake - Story County, Ada Hayden -Story County 
--
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animals, and would like to inve ligate their fo od storage 
behavior and how these behaviors might influence their 
habitat. Are they imply seed predators? Or, do they act 
as seed dis persers by toring seeds in scatter hoards and 
not re trieving all of the eeds-similar to kangaroo rats 
in we tern deserts and e tni-arid grasslands? We haven't 
been able to catch many n1ice lately to star t the research." 
Most plains pocket mice are captured on slopes where 
burrows are observed, but they might burrow in other 
areas as we ll . One was trapped at the base of a hill. 
Sometime researchers found oats from trap bait in their 
cheek pouches. Only one trapped i-ndividual had fu ll cheek 
pouches-hers were fill ed with purple top. 
"That gra s only g row at the base of the hills, so we 
know that pocket mouse left the s lope to forage for food, " 
says White . 
Previou research had not touched on the autumn 
activities of pocket mice in this region. White's mission with 
his tudents in autumn 2010 was to find out their activities 
and when they become sea onally dormant-inactive on the 
surface and remain in their burrows-for the cold weather. 
During dormancy plains pocket tnice likely hibernate, but 
rouse periodically to feed. 
"We had 34 captures of plains pocket mice from 
September throug h Nov. 7 in 2010, and then the g r ound 
froze and our traps were empty after that. All the 
individuals captured in autumn were not r eproductively 
active," reports White. "We concluded they were not 
mating in autumn, but fo cused on gathe ring seeds. 
"Because their weight r emained in the same range, 
despite the amounts of food they appeared to be 
harvesting, we think they cache seeds to 
eat when they wake up during the ir 
winter torpor. 
"Our research, 
along with that of 
researche rs in nearby s tates, has led us to s uspect that 
plains pocket mice continue to forage until the ground 
freezes and that is what triggers them to go dormant in 
northern parts of the ir range," finishes White. 
First catch of 2012: Two males, May 10 
Under a clear sky with temperatures in the mid-80s, White 
and Kelley Penney, a new g raduate of the University of 
Nebraska's biology department, park their cars along 
a g ravel road and pull on hiking boots. ] uggling water 
bottles, a backpack and a 10-gallon ter rarium, they climb 
ov~r a gate and begin a quarter-tnile walk to the southern 
edge of Folsom Point Preserve. There the loess hills rise 
40 to 50 feet above the g rassy floor. 
"We arc headed to a U-shaped ridge where we've had 
t he best lu ck catching pocket mice in our traps," points 
out White. 
White is in his mid-30s and wears a full beard, a bright 
red T-shirt, green cotton pants and a grey cap. His skin 
is bronze from research time spent outdoors. His jaunt 
is energetic and the camarade rie be tween he and Penney 
is evident in their chatter. Penney is trying for a graduate 
research position with hopes of conducting research in 
Australia. White has research ideas for her at Folsom 
Point. The laughte r is easy as they relate past trapping 
. 
expen ences. 
Climbing the west side of the loess 
hill at Folsom Point Pre erve isn't 
easy. The teep slopes provide footing 
only on the occasional deer trail; 
the deep-rooted grasses are used 
for balance and to pull upward. 
Among emerging leadplant and 
a few stalks of purple-pink 
beard tong ue, clumps of big 
and little bluestem grasses 

• 
Turin Preserve 
Hitchcock 
Nature Center 
Bunge Oibeed Processmg and l\IidAmcrican Encqn 
facilittes. a !me of railroad tracks, Interstate 29 transects 
the land and patterns of farm fields. A gt a} haze linger" 
across the far horizon. 
rurning back to the task on the westet n slope, it'" 
easier looking down to find the next pink flag that marks 
the location to release the we tern harvest mouse. 
Removed from the trap, this male's fut is much 1 eddcr and 
1 uddier than that of the pocket mouse Ilis large thin ears 
have an orange blaze at thetr base, chat actcristtc of thts 
spencs \\ hite cup his hands around the mouse on the 
ground to calm him before releasmg him \\'hen the handc;; 
lift. the mouse po:::.e quieti} for 20 seconds or so dnd 
soundless!) slips a\\·a) in the grass 
\t the next release point. the other pocket mouse 
ts nots) and jump} He jumps halfway up the terrarium 
sides, checks the perimeter for an escctpr hole and then 
dtgs tn the dtrt and hides dead-still under a leadplant 
'I ht..., time Penne} has found a burrow nearby to watch 
to ...,re if he will head in that direction upon rel<.>ase. But 
thr pocket mouse skitters downhill with White fast on 
hi" tail. White loses him in an instant. but parts through 
the plants about 15 feet below Penney looking for a fresh 
burrO\\ None i c;; found. 
Do mtce deliberately mislead predator-, and double 
back:> Another po sible research project might be pocket 
mou...,e survival strategic . 
Pocket mice and prairie burns 
Stnce the rec;;tored prairies and remnant praines 
at I· olsom Point Preserve are burned every 
three to five }ears in rotation to keep dO\\n 
\\Oody encroachment. \Vhite is interested 
in finding out how fire affects small mammal 
communities. 
"\Viii the pocket mice dig in or leave their 
burrows during burns? If they move, will they 
return when plants regrow or stay at the new 
location? Does fire have an important role in their 
habitat uc;;e:>" ponders \Vhite. 
The trail back 
Leaving Folsom Point Preserve behind with its clear 
sky, steep hills and basic life truggles, White and 
Penney climb in their vehicles and return to their 
homes. spouses and children until their next academic 
pursuit. The small mammals that live in secret burrows 
behind a plug of friable soil will keep bringing \Vhite 
back and he'll entice more students to learn about and 
protect the creatures of the Loess Hills. 
With Iowa at the eastern extent of their range, 
populations of plains pocket mice seem to be more 
uncommon and farther apart in the Loess Hills. Much 
of their prairie habitat has vanished. As people recognize 
the loss of rare landforms and the animals that inhabit 
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these. perhaps intervention to savr thec;;e 
unique habitats will allow a revtval of these 
creatures and a greal<.'r under..,tanding of 
human r<.>sponsibility in the wrb of life. 
Other prairie animal catches 
Another rare to Iowa ..,pecies, the Great Plains skink 
(Ezaneces obso/('fus). calls Fol..,om Point Preserve 
home and the pocket mice re-.,carchers captured one in 
their trap.., in 2011. The skink hac;; black and white dot~ 
on its lips, head and neck, and row.., of dots along its body 
and legs Juveniles have bright blue tails, but the captured 
skink does not h.tve a blue tail, so tt was an adult. Great 
Platns sktnks are about 2 5 inches long upon hatch and 
can grov .. to 1-l inches l:...,kink-.,, too. are burrowers, but 
prefer rocks or logs to dig under. They rely on speed to 
escape v .. hcn the} ar<' out ancl about and can be mistaken 
for snakes as th('} move in a serpentme way when they 
run. They are not tt threat to plains pocket mice as insects, 
spiders and caterpillars an• their food of choice. 
Snakes are plentilul on the noor of the 
Loess Hills. 'White pick<.>cl up pieces of 
corrugated metal laying ncar the 
preserve entrance and found 
a ringneck snake 
(Diadoplus 
punctatus), a plains garter snake (Thamnophis radix) 
and an ea tern garter snake (Thamnophis sirtalis). The 
difference in garter snakes is easy to see by their markings. 
All three nakes were docile when held, but orne eastern 
garter nakes can be aggressive. All three will relca e 
a bad-smelling odor if attacked, and the ringneck nake 
demonstrated that fact. Garter snakes catch and eat mice. 
The ring neck nake may eat newborn mice, but not adults. 
Other species caught at Folsom Point Pre erve during 
this research included prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster), 
white-footed deer mice (Peromyscus leucopus), northern 
short-tailed shrews (Blarina brevicauda) and house mice 
(Mus musculus). !!l!t 
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DING DAR lNG, 
Iowa Conservation Legend 
BY JOE WILKINSON 
ing Darling's life was a r-,r .... rr::~~ter­
mostly up, seldom dov.r..., Perhaps the 
best known political cartoonist ever. Jay Norwood 
"Ding" Darling was awarded two Pulitzer Prizes 
during an amazing, influential career. He was also an extensive 
traveler, and was the image, the conscience. the li fe of 
conservation for half a century. Now-a half century after his 
death-people are asking who will be our next conservation 
giants, and when will they step forward. 
Not bad fo r an Iowa boy. OK, he wasn't a native. Born 
in Michigan , hi preacher fa the r moved the family to 
Sioux City whe n Ding was 8. Hi s formative years and his 
career, th ough , we re based in Iowa-the Missouri River 
wetlands and late r, in hi s downtown corner office at the 
Des Moines Register and Leader. 
His accomplis hme nts s till raise 21s t centur y eyebrows. 
He didn 't ju t ruffle fea th e r . He could subtly yank out 
a few, but he kept hi s eye on th e goal, be it wetlands for 
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duck'>, attention to soil erosion or signs of war on the 
world -,tage. 
lie wasn't afraid to sit down with industry leaders and 
get commitments to back a nationwide wildlife conference 
or training program. He would dictate a fire and brimstone 
telegram to a politician about the need for-say-wetland 
refuges. He would often follow up with a knock on the 
lawmaker's door, with a pledge from private parties to 
go alongside what he sought from Congress. 
Imagine that approach in today's national pol itical 
landscape. Darling's passion, his drive and his results 
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Although Ding earned his living as an 
editorial cartoonist. his passion was 
conservatlon of natural resources See 
more of hts works onltne Over 11,000 
cartoons are online at http l dtgttallib 
utawa.edu dtngl which LS maLntatned by 
The Umverstty of Iowa digLtalltbrary 
. ' 
inspire modern da} advocate-; to look for the next 
generation of conservation leaders. 
Oh, and that rollercoa~tcr reference i real. In 1883. 
a family friend, building the first rollercoaster in Europe, 
mailed a postcard drawing of one to Ding's father. At 7, 
the boy was intrigued. lie tried to replicate the weird 
looking machine. He began carrying a pad of paper 
and sketching ... eveiy day. Hi s parents considered that 
a waste of time. "To my father and mother, artists who 
drew pictures were classed with the wicked playing cards, 
dancing and rum," recalled Darling in a letter years later. 


.... 
Still, that expertise came in handy as a young reporter 
at the Sioux City j ournal in the early 1900s. Covering a trial, 
Darling was told to get a photo of the defense attorney. The 
uncooperative barrister jumped the rail and chased him. No 
photo. So, the cub reporter fi shed an earlier sketch of the 
man out of his desk. It ran alongside the story. His captioned 
sketches soon became a daily staple. 
Within a few years, newspape rs across the country 
wanted him. A series of moves took him from Sioux City 
to Des Moines and back and forth to New York, before 
settling in Iowa's capital city. Political finger pointing was 
as popular then as now. Most c ities had competing daily 
newspapers. An eye-catching front page cartoon with a 
biting caption sold more copies than the competition. At 
the h eight of that career, Ding (an abbreviation of his last 
name) Darling's s tuff was syndicated in up to 150 papers. 
He received not one, but two Pulitzer Prizes. 
Remember, th is was year s before radio, decades before 
TV. You want news and commentary? You went to the 
newsstand . For a modern parallel, think of Jon Stewart 
and Ru h Limbaug h, times 10. A scary image 
at best, yet Darling kept it up for 40 years. In his life, 
the only thing bigger than cartooning was his passion 
to protect the country's soil , water and wildlife. When 
he mixed the two, it was journalis tic dynamite. 
As a youth , Darling took off on his pony throug h wetlands 
along the Missouri River. He would hunt or trap. He 
sometimes hired out as a cattle hand. For several summers, 
he worked on his uncle's farm in Michigan. "Those were 
the days when the golden plover came in great flocks and 
moved across South Dakota and from early spring until the 
prairie chicken sought cover in the fall along the thickets 
bordering the creeks and marshes. My mind was filled with 
pictures which have never been erased," Darling wrote to 
an old friend, late in life. "It was the disappearance of all 
that wonderful endowment of wildlife which stirred the first 
instincts I can remember of conservation." 
Darling's talent was simplicity. He star ted each day 
poring over a half dozen newspapers, then settled in at 
his easel to create . Usually, the basic cartoon came easily. 
Darling labored, though, to remove extraneous detail. 
That visual and a several word commentar y had to catch 
a r eader's attention in moments. 
Darling 's pen and passion ushered in his second 
career-politics. However, the two were never really 
separated. That was evident as he came up with the 
concept for duck s tamps to help buy wetland refuges 
and, of co urse, he designed the fir st stamp. 
At his peak of popularity, the country faced the Dus t 
Bowl and the Great Depression. Families lost everything. 
The land lost its soil. Wetlands disappeared. So did the 
ducks. Darling saw that as his impetus. A Republican, 
he had reser vations about Roosevelt's New Deal. Yet, 
in 1934, when FDR asked him to take over the U.S. 
Biolog ical Survey (now th e U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service), 
he agreed-with conditions. He wanted no inte rfe rence 
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from the "hunting clubs crowd." and he wanted Sl million 
to inaugurate a national wetlands refuge 
Darling \vas giving up a $100.000 salary lor the S8.000 
annual paycheck of a public ervant He felt. though. he 
could effect change on the front line.:.. Yet. a">ked to run 
for office several times. he declined. 
In \Va~hington. Darling huddled with a couple 
of trusted allies, then dismantled the survey's 
organizational chart, broke a few civil service regulations 
and shuffled staff. Perhaps most importantly. he hired 
technicians who knew about the land, not the political 
landscape. A Cabinet-level shouting match could yield 
results, though not everything he wanted. A savvy 
political animal, Darling knew that was good enough. 
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The Darllng famtly 
on vacattan tn Florida. 
LEFT Ding flshtng tn Florida with 
gutde Belton Johnson While head of 
what ts now the U S Ftsh & Wildlife 
Servtce. Dtng tmttated the Federal 
Duck Stamp Program. destgned the 
flrst duck stamp and vastly increased 
the acreage of the National Wildltfe 
Refuge System Ding Darling 
National WLldlife Refuge on Sanibel 
Island. Fla .. is named in his honor. 
The highlight of this "re · ults over protocol" approach 
came when he teamed \\ ith Sen. Pete Norbeck of 1'\ orth 
Dakota. orbeck' thick ~candinavian accent wa further 
obscured when he removed his fal e teeth and-on the 
floor of Congress-read an incomprehensible amendment 
into proposed legislation. It passed. FDR igned it and 
Darling had his federal duck stamp program. Millions 
of dollars were directed toward wetland refuges. Clearly, 
Iowa's golden boy knew how to play the game. 
After just 20 months in hi post, Darling left. His idea 
of a wetland refuge system was c tablished, as were duck 
stamps. He had other vi ions. One would establish a coalition 
of conservation organizations-from garden clubs to big 
game hunters-into a larger. collective voice to influence 
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AMERICA'S DARLING: 
Film to Anoear n11 Public Television 
More than 50 years after his death, the Legend of Ding 
Darling comes to Life again. America's Darling: the 
Story of joy N. "Ding" Darling, is featured this spring 
on statewide Iowa Public Television. 
rt' 1999 J N "Drng'' Darling Foundation 
Produced by Samuel Koltinsky, it showcases Darling's 
larger-than-Life Life, from his childhood exploring the 
outdoors to discovering the power of the pen, th rough his 
careers-that's right, plural-as editorial cartoonist and 
conservation power broker. 
legislation. It became known as the National Wildlife 
Federation. The wildlife cooperative program fell into 
place to pu t education of fu ture wildlifp scientists on the 
front burner. He established the American Wildlife Institute. 
A r etur n to the car tooning bench aw him throug h 
World War II , extens ive travel to the Soviet Union 
and Ven ice; all the while his "impatie nt hands"-as 
g ran dd aug h te r-in-law Andrea Koss refer red to 
them-sketched what he saw. Many of these un published 
sketches s urfaced, to the surprise of many, years later. 
Darling's conser vation advocacy continued, though 
he expressed disapproval with the direc tion some of his 
earlier efforts were headed. He was at odds with the 
National Wildlife Fede ration fo r two decades, pr ior to 
Koltinsky discovered Darling while researching a TV 
series in Florida. One of those untold stories was DarlLng's 
involvement in establishing a national wildlife refuge 
at Sanibel Island, rather than to see it fall to developers. 
"I would open one door and 10 more would fly open ... a 
wonderful journey;' reflects Koltinsky. Here was "a person 
who had a vision, who stayed on track to achieve his goal. 
All his talents, he could utilize these gifts to bring people 
together ... to achieve his vision~' 
Darling's grandson Kip Koss helped guide that journey. 
"It is really a story of a grandson and his Love for a 
grandfather, keeping that Legacy alive;' stresses Koltinsky. 
That connection Led to a treasure trove of stories, 
documents, sketches and more people connections to 
Darling. One was Koss's young grandson, Chris Steffen-
Darling's great-great-grandson. Editing his onscreen 
interview, Koltinksy realized his host, his narrator, 
was right in front of him. 
"I did not want to create a documentary without a 
connection to young people. That was very important;' 
explains Koltinsky of that through-the-generations 
Link provided by Steffen. 
With release of America 's Darling, that Iowa boy, 
that conservation legend, will reach a new audience, 
decades after he Laid down his sketching pen and sent 
his Last scathing telegram to a Washington politician. 
The producer hopes he can make that outdoor connection 
with kids and their families in a new century. 
For viewing times, check your Local Listing or visit 
iptv.org. Find screenings, Learn more about Ding 
or order DVDs at morvoenteroinmentgroup.com. 
a reconci liation just weeks before his dea th . 
Wheth er the lucrative business of syndicating his 
work or b utting heads with the edi tors over h i subtle-
yet moving-cartoons, Darling fough t fo r "his way" at 
the art board. "I am r ather proud of the fact that never 
once throug hout my whole pe riod of cartooning has any 
editor or any influ ence outside of my own con cience 
ever dictated to me what kind of cartoons I s hould draw," 
he wrote late in life . 
But what of Darling's lasting influence? Who can 
follow an ac t like that? Except for two world wars in 
Darling's day, climate change, the debt cei ling, political 
polarization-an rise as criti cal boiling points. Who can 
take on the e nvironmental issues of today? 8 
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Whether it's the flash of a shiner or the splat 
of a popper, these warm-water fishers relish 
tying and casting flies to catch plenty of fish. 
BY MINDY KRALICEK PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
RIGHT: DPall Elder of 
Marshalltown 'lolds an 
tmttdtlon dragonfly that 
wtll bP ftshed on the 
water surface BELOW: 
• -
[W 
A strPamer ts a wet 
fly. usPd below surface 
to tmttdte leeches 
and c;mall f sh suctt CIS 
shtners dnd mtonows 
.. 
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LEFT BcJrbell eyec; add we qht t td e d 
fly underwate and ddd Pd t'> ABOVE 
AND RIGHT Fl es can mtmtc vanuJc; l fe 
c;t~ges of aquatLc nc;ec ts Wtth d m4nad 
of patterns avdtlable and thP dbtltt.J to 
devtse one of a klnd ueattons anqlerc; 
dre dble to offer flc:.r e'lttuny c.hotc.es 
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Marshalltown Dran 
Elder at hts tyLnq bench 
and below putttng the 
flnal touches on an 
irndescent streamer 
Unltk(? many forms of 
anglLng, fly tlerc; hPnPfLt 
from hours of creatLve 
flshing related therapy 
when devLsLng fltes 
:~.alL men ore equal before fish." 
''There are flies tied for beauty and 
PfP reflieS that Catch fish,' says Larry 
Young, who's taught fly tying at the Second Avenue Bait 
Shop in Des Moines and is a member of the Hawkeye Fly 
Fishing Association. "If you strictly want to catch fish, the 
wooly bugger brings them in every time. For simplicity, 
all-white or all-black shiners bring in the fish too. But 
poppers are the most fun." 
Fly tying experts agree: the key to tying a successful 
fly begins with observing what the fish feeds on and 
how that food looks and behaves in water. Does your fly 
look and behave the same? Does it cast easily? Does it 
land upright? Is the fly durable so you won't have to stop 
fishing to tie on a new fly? 
1i ~··~ 1 challenging and harmonious with nature 
"Fly fi shing is effective. It's an active way of fi shing," says 
J arne Barnhart of Des Moines, a long-time member of 
- Herbert Hoover 
the Hawkeye Fly Fishing Association and Central Iowa Fly 
Fishers. "You're always searching the water, looking for 
fish, rather than throwing a line out there and just waiting 
for the fish to co1ne to you. You rarely ever get skunked." 
Young was hooked on fly tying by a library book as 
a boy-Poul Jorgensen's Modern Trout Flies. "There 
is a visual component to fly fishing that makes it more 
exciting than angling," he says. "The fly patterns and 
colors fascinated me. All the variation . I liked small 
things. I looked through that book and thought, 'I have 
to do that some day."' 
That book is among many tying and fishing books 
on Young's shelf in his fly-tying studio . 
Dean Elder, a long time fly tier and fisher living 
in Marshalltown says, "I've always admired people 
who do things with their hands. I enjoy tying flies. 
They're functional, the flies are pretty and the doing 
is expression. Fly fishing is great any time of the year. 
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ARB. SNAG GUARD, 
BEN D 
Many fly flshers catch 
and release If that ts 
your goal. debarb (ptnch) 
the hook Thts also 
reduces catchtng 
on grasses or snags 
Larry Young debarbs 
hooks before he begtns 
to tie a fly 
When flshtng near 
sunken logs. brush and 
aquatic plants. a snag 
guard on the fly 's hook 
wtll prevent problems. 
A snag guard LS a loop. 
or two loops. of flshing 
lLne running from a 
hook's bend to Lts eye. 
Another strategy 
to avmd snags LS to tie 
a mLnnow fly WLth the 
hook fanng upward 
Then Lt can stnk to the 
stream bottom and be 
ratsed WLth less chance 
of snaggtng 
s are tiny. gnat-like 
flies that imitate any part 
of the life of insects in the 
famlly Chironomidae They 
are Lnsects that resemble 
mosqULtoes as adults. except 
they have fluffy antennae and 
no probosns (the protruding 
mouth part that sucks blood). 
They are great flies to use 
anywhere. anytime with any 
warm water flsh. 
Streamer 
Streamer 
CRS are flshed 
by retrievtng the fly 
in the current. They 
mimic shad. minnows. 
crawdads, leeches 
and scuds (freshwater 
shrimp) that swim in 
the water. 
ERY APPETITE 
The lLngo of fly flshtng is as 
colorful as the flLes Fltes fall 
tnto two categones dry and 
wet. Dry flies look and act 
ltke adult aquatLc tnsects or 
terrestnals floattng on the 
water Wet fltes resemble 
food under the surface 
c ALS imitate 
Lnsects or mammals 
that ltve on land but 
acndently fallLnto 
a stream or lake 
Examples are grubs. 
caterpillars. sow bugs, 
worms. grasshoppers. 
mice. ants. cicadas 
and beetles. 
Bleeding dtver with foam head 
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The s unsets in th~ fall, the 
colors of nature, the birds . .. 
everything abo ut it is 
harmonious with nature and 
peaceful. Plu , there is the 
accomplishtnen t of catching 
a fi h with a fly you made." 
Fly fi hing and tying are often perceived to be 
expensive and complicated with a- teep learning curve. 
That i n 't the case. The perception comes from publicity 
about people really hooked on the port and obsessed 
with trying more patterns, going to exotic locations and 
buying equipment and s upplies for ever y ituation. 
Most fly fishers echo the point Elder makes: "You can 
make fly tying as difficult as you want to, or make it as fun 
as you want to. You're only limited by your imag ination. " 
":lr i n· ly fishing and Tying is Addictive. 
Young likes to fi h the white ba s run on the Des Moines 
River, from below the Saylorville spillway to downtown. 
He has favored spots for white ba and give one hint: 
"White bass use the current to herd had. They pick up 
the tragglers and those that float to the top and corral 
the school. You find those places and you can take dozens 
of (white) bass in a day with shiners." 
Young grew up in Hawaii, but that was before ocean fly 
fishing had caught on. A graduate of Drake University, he 
learned to fly fish in Des Moines after moving to Iowa in 1985. 
"I took fly tying classes for three years at the Second 
Avenue Bait Shop and then took over teaching for seven 
more years. 
"In the past I fished a lo t for bluegill at Moffitt Lake. 
Bluegills are feisty and fun to catch . I al o fish some 
good pockets in the Des Moines and Raccoon rivers for 
s mallmouth bass, and I fish in farm ponds when invited. 
Since trout have been stocked at the DMACC ponds 
in Ankeny, I go there now, too. Fishing the cold water 
str eams in northeast Iowa is great, but it' s a seven-hour 
round trip, plus the expenses of being out of town. I made 
those trips more often when I was younger." 
Young's hands fluidly tie an imitation s had fly as he 
talks. He massages it to the rig ht contour, adcls tinsel, 
and uses a magic marker for coloration specific to shad. 
He finishes the fly with sticky eyeballs that will later be 
g lued on. 
"One of rny favorite flies is the wiggle bug. It swings in 
the curre nt and wiggles like a crawfish. Popper s are fun. 
They make a 'blurp ' when they hit the surface. 
"The biggest problem is finding clear areas for casting. 
Lake improvements with jetties that s ti ck out on the 
water away from trees are a great he lp." 
Barnhart awarded himself a fly fishing pole and reel after 
graduating from college. He bought a fly tying book and 
taught hin1self for a couple of years before getting involved 
with the Hawkeye Fly Fishing Association. 
"I like to experime nt with fly ideas," he says, picking 
up a two-minnow fly. "This one works okay, but other flies 
have been more successful," he laughs. 
Barnhart enjoys fly fishing for carp and has ti ed special 
flies to catch thetn. "Carp are fierce fighter and it takes 
a while to bring 'em in," he says. "Carp will take flies that 
look like dying baitfish, crawdads sliding along the bottom 
and leeches. They are also attracted to flies that look like 
larva and pupa of aquatic insects, wonns and scuds." 
He picks up a "mulbe rry" fly made of painted purple 
deer hair. "You can imitate anything a carp might eat," 
he smiles. "Even mulberries." 
So1ne a] o rub newly tied flies with mud or algae so the 
fly smells natural. Carp are very sensitive to taste and smell. 
Barnhart use the Montana nymph fo r blu egill and an 
a sortment of poppers for bass, but finds a frog imitation 
especially effect ive. He's made a shad imitation with an 
ear plug-he s lip Mylar tubing over the plug and forms 
the plug to the hape of a shad. 
"The bumble puppy is a killer trout fly." Once , fishing 
in full rain gear and unable to see more than 100 feet due 
to a deluge, "every 10 to 15 minutes a trout would hit the 
bumble puppy. Then came along this 16- to 18-inch brown 
trout and he takes it and swims to the s urface and rolls 
over and it drops out of his jaw. I can still see it. It's the 
ones that get away that you remember the most." 
He enjoys the cholarly aspect of tying, too, with more 
than 7 4 fly fi hing and tying books on his shelve , including 
BELOW: james Barnhart of 
Des Mmnes uses white rabbit 
fur topped with a bit of fox fur 
to imitate a bait fish WLth a 
darker dorsal fin. The red thread 
also attracts fish. RIGHT: The 
hair-like extensions on this fly 
are created by wrapping a neck 
feather around the hook shank 
then trimming excess of the top. 
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some cl.l'-''-'tcs. "lt'-; fun to tr} Oie" that people a hundred 
) ear" dgo mt1cl<: \ ou fee l connected to that hi ... tor \ " 
H ell'-'<.''-' those flie-.; on the De" l\ loinc .... River. "I\e 
caugh t drum. carp and buffalo In the .... pring on the 
spawning bed"} ou cttn catch bluegill and largrmou lh bas ... . 
There'" t1l..,o .;;mallmouth ancl while ba~-; rn the strean1'i by 
aylorvillc that arc fun to catch," '-<lYS Barnhart. 
Flclct i<.'tli'IH.'d to fly fish a-; t1 Boy Scout. "I \>vantecl 
a mertt bt1dge in fr....hmg. but the m,ln in chargr of the 
progrtlm u-.;ed a ll) rod .\ nd. Ill) bt1rber wa-; a fly trer. 
That'" hov. tt all began for me 
"\\'arm-\>vtlt<.'t ll) fishing ts somethi ng) ou can do) ear-
round. <h long tl~ there is OfWI1 water," he champion ... . 
"U c mtclges rn the winter- that's what's hatching then-
and the fi-.;h are looking for them In fact. that's what Jly 
tying aulhot..., cHlvtse· match the hatch and take pnde 111 
crafting an clccuratc imitation of ftsh food 
"There c11 e ..... o man) product-- for -.;ale to make llte..., 
with I h,l\e d t a\\ers full of them \ ou can tell who lhl' 
fl} ftshermen arc ) ou see them tn craft stores and in the 
fl) -tying .... ecttons of fi bing depar tments. They're always 
looking for new stu ff to tic a fl y with . 
"I like to ft-;h for bluegills and crappirs." ays Elder 
a~ he bcgrns t) mg a treamer lie cuh beaded pull chain" 
for the C} es. chenille for the body and tm el for fl ash 
"I oitcn lt'ih in farm pond ...... but I'm not telling \\here," 
Elde r -.;ays wtth a smi le ~ 
Popper made with deer ha 
TRANSLATIONS 
-~ 
red hackle 
feathers are placed under and just 
behtnd the head to gLve the effect 
of a bleedLng baLtfish. 
wing. and strLps of white swan or 
goose over white haLr from deer 
wtth a black head Bumble puppLes 
are tled tn many dLfferent forms 
tj tied on a wet 
fly hook in size 4 or 6. Usually 
a bumble puppy is tied with red 
hackle fibers. a white chenille 
body. ribbing of red yarn or flat 
silver ttnsel, a single or double 
Name given to deer hair 
head flies (flat on top) that float 
until you give them a smooth 
draw on the leader to slide the 
diver qutetly under the surface. 
As the fly is retrieved, tt dtves 
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Bleeding streamer 
OPPOSITE L lJ Younq has 
tduq t tr~: s · cond 
A t 0 c; M 11E? 
f tbp HCIW Pl.j 
to If yO 
t t 4 t to Cit h fts'l tre 
wnol4 buqqP b t'lqs t.,e., .n 
PVE?rll ttl"le for <;t'llpltnty dll 
w'lttl! dll black o;h.nE?rc; bn'lg 
r t'l ft., t 
ABOVE AND TOP RIGHT 
~ome of YoJng c; fdvor tE? 
::l ppE? <:. H.'> 'TlOL.'> 
.rrtt cltlorc; hclvE? p nt f 
f .,., clrd fPclthE? to tt d 
c~ .. 
-
f sh NEAR LEFT S mP of 
JclrrP" Bar0hart's fav r t 
nLJmphs, wooly buqqerc; 
poppers and stretlmers Two 
purp E? mulbe~rLJ fltes tr t1e 
top oac:k row Bre t..<;l'C to 
Pnttc e carp 
below the surface and when it 
rises to the surface it creates a 
some signature (plop) that alerts 
fish that there may be food on the 
water's surface. If you gtve divers 
a strong strip (short tug). they will 
make noise like a popper. 
I I A_ The terms "hackling 
a fly" or "wrap the fly 's hackle" 
refers to wrapping a feather 
around the hook shank of the fly. 
The hackle can be from etther the 
neck or saddle (back) of a bird 
Hackle stze refers to the length 
of the hackle barbs. If you bend a 
hackle feather. the barbs will stick 
out. Wrapping it around a hook 
shank will give the appearance of 
legs or wings of an insect. 
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A · -t-Js imitate 
immature insects that 
live below water. Check 
under streamside rocks 
and use flies that look 
like the most prevalent 
nymphs. Current 
washes nymphs into 
shallows where panfish 
gather to feed on them. 
"" AT'r - I I ..... ~~ Refers 
to using flies that resemble 
winged adult aquatic insects as 
they emerge from their pupa or 
cocoon, at specific times of year 
according to species. As these 
insects emerge from the water 
to take flight they are extremely 
vulnerable. Fish feed like crazy 
and are easy to catch if the fly 
pattern matches the hatch. 
Larry Youn g's shad imitation. 
.... • ' '
1ATER FLY FISHING FUN 
Largemouth bass, yellow bass, 
wipers (hybrid stripers), crappie, 
green and red ear sunfish and 
walleye are also fun on a fly rod. 
Walleyes will take streamers 
and poppers. Dawn and dusk are 
walleyes' prime eating times and 
are the best times to catch them. 
Their large, reflective eyes see 
especially well in dim light, even 
in full darkness. Flies must look 
alive to interest them. 
rG"> 0 t"""'<;, A surface fly designed 
to create a splashing commotion 
on the surface to draw strikes 
(usually from aggressive fish). 
The materials and shape of the 
fly affect how much disturbance 
it makes. 
c;HINFR~. The tall and body 
of a streamer that is made of 
the same reflective material is 
GET INVOLVED 
Teachers can introduce fly -
fishing in physical education 
classes or with youth groups. 
Find teaching modules at 
www.wwodnr gov I portolsl idnr I 
uploodsl educotionl flyfish.pdf 
or email 
AquoticEd_ln{o@dnr.wwo.gov. 
Learn more about warm 
water fly fishing at 
wormwo terflytyer. com 
Two fly tying clubs that 
welcome new members are: 
CENTRAL 10 AJA FLY FISHERS 
201 NE 6th St 
Ankeny, lA 50021 
Ph: 515-205-7241 
ioflyfisher@gmoil. com 
HAWKEYE FLY FISHING 
A SOCIA ION 
P.O. Box 8145 
Cedar Rapids, lA 52408 
www.howkeyeflyfishing.com 
Diver 
WOOLLY BU, 1GER~ A wet fly 
or streamer fished under the 
water surface. Depending on 
the materials used and how it 
often referred to as a shiner. The 
shiner may be made with flash, 
fluorescent materials or tinsel and 
includes other materials such as 
hackle or fur. 
WIGGL F BUC. Fly designed to sink 
at a slow rate to stay at a particular 
water depth for a long period of 
time to provide visibility to the fish. 
Carp are attracted to wiggle bugs. 
is fished, it will resemble large 
nymphs, baitfish, a leech, a 
drowning terrestrial insect, 
crayfish, shrimp or a crab. Olive, 
brown and black are good colors 
for freshwater use. 
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The ContagLous GreenLng of Decorah 
L ast summer, Luther College in Decorah installed the largest solar array in Iowa to power Baker Village>, an 
all-electric residence facility that houses more than 100 
students in six buildings Receiving all of 1ts energy from 
the sun. it is the largest -.;olar-pcn\'l•red. zero-em1sswn 
facility in Iowa. 
Besides powering the full kitchens. computer.:; and lights 
in the ">candinavian-style architecture townhou'-.E'..,, -.;olar 
energy drives the electric geotlwrmal heating and cooling 
system. On low demand days, <·xcess energy reverses 
the college's electric meter to save funds and power local 
homes and bu-.,ineo;c:;es. Beyond rcm·v.able energ} use, 
Baker Villag<: stts among restored !lowering prairies and 
lush woods and features v.ater-saving fixtures. 
ThE' college is leasing the array from Decorah Solar 
Field, LLC, owned by local re-.ident Larry Grimsted. The 
college plans to purchase the array after seven years. 
The Luther Board of Regents recently committed the 
school to cut its carbon footprint in half by 2015 and 
become carbon neutral by 2030. The college has already 
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cut its carbon footprint by 22 pcrcenl. 
The "goal is to be a model for society, not a mirror." 
says Luth<•r College president Richard Torgerson. 
"Advances in new technologies. coupled with con-.;ervation 
Initiatives, will play a major role in achieving these 
ambitious goals.'' 
Progrc...,s began in 2004. when Luther College invested 
in energ} efliciency project.:; that reduced electricity 
consumption by 23 percent and the campus carbon 
footprint by 15 percent. Last fall, Luther installed a 1.6 
megawatt wind turbine which generates enough electricity 
to power about 500 homes m town to reduce carbon 
emis.:;ions clr10ther 15 percent 
A ne\\ sl ience building is Leader in Energy and 
Environmental Design gold certified and features a green 
roof with living plants to absorb rainfall, reduce r unoff 
and cool the surfacP to reduce air conditioning demands. 
T he campu<:-; al~o uses electric and hybrid vehicles, has 
a bike share program for students. offE'rs shuttles to 
down tO\\ n and shares campus energ} use data online. 
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Local sustainability efforts extend beyond campus. 
Decorah is one of 34 Iowa communities to sign the 
U.S. Mayors Climate Protection Agreetnent. City 
efforts include installation of LED traffic lights, energy 
audits of municipal buildings and use of energy-saving 
variable speed pumps at water and wastewater facilities. 
Decorah Bank and Trust uses rooftop solar panels and 
LED lighting. The city has three Energy Star certified 
buildings with more to come. 
In 2010 the Winneshiek Energy District was 
established to help Decorah resident'S and Winneshiek 
County make investments in energy efficiency and 
renewable energy through quality energy auditing and 
energy planning. 
The district was formed after a series of meetings 
between Luther College faculty, staff and local 
business leaders. It is modeled after the soil and water 
conservation districts found in almost every county in 
the nation. 
In it<; fir'St 18 months the Winneshiek Energy District 
has helped tnore than 200 households and 50 area 
businesses invest approximately $1 tnillion in energy 
efficiency technology that will result in more than $3 
million in energy savings. 
These investtnents have involved dozens of contractors, 
created 15 to 20 ncar-term jobs and should support 20 
to 30 short-tenn jobs due to the cumulative itnpacts of 
the long-tenn energy savings, which will be recycled in 
Decorah and Winneshiek County. 
The district works closely with the Decorah Chamber of 
Commerce to establish a Green Business Council and the 
Green Business Challenge, which helps area businesses 
track energy consun1ption and greenhouse gas en1issions. 
Several church congregations have invested in energy 
efficiency, and four have worked directly with the 
Winneshiek Energy District to do so. As a result, Good 
Shepherd Lutheran Church and First Lutheran Church 
in Decorah both have a 96 EPA Energy Star rating, which 
means they are more energy efficient than 96 percent of 
all other houses of worship in the United State". 
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Louisiana ambav laThe Iowa Way 
Turn up the heat on your favorLte wlld game meat for a tasty Creole treat 
A fter years of painstaking research-and many trials and 
error -to con1e up with the be t 
jan1balaya recipe, we at the Iowa 
Outdoors te t kitchen think we have a 
winner. This traditional 
New Orleans rice dish-a spinoffof 
panish paella- i a version of 
Chuck's Jambalaya with an Iowa 
twist- featuring catfish, wild turkey 
and venison. If you are short on 
catfish or wi ld turkey, substitute any 
firm, white fis h , pheasant or chicken. 
Any spicy sausage, like Andouille, will 
do. This rec ipe may be a little more 
detailed than others, but trust u , it' 
worth it. 
IOWA JAMBALAYA 
1 pound wild turkey, cubed 
1 pound uncooked catfish, chunked 
1 pound spicy deer sausage (optional) 
4 or 5 celery stalks, chopped 
I large onion, chopped 
1 bell pepper, chopped 
10 ounces frozen, chopped okra 
1 28-ounce can diced tomatoes 
3 6 ounce cans tomato paste 
8 cups smoked turkey or 
r egular chicken broth 
chopped garlic to taste 
3 tablespoons Creole seasoning 
salt and pepper to tas te 
4 cups uncooked long grain white rice 
If the turkey is uncooked, brown over 
nzediunz heat, sprinkled to taste with 
creole seasoning. (If using leftover bird, 
simply season). Brown the sausage. 
Drain, remove and set aside. In same pot, 
saute the "trinity"-onions, peppers and 
celery-until translucent, with chopped 
garlic to taste. Add tomato paste and cook 
several minutes until the sugars caramelize 
and the paste browns. Stir constantly to 
avoid burning. Once the paste has browned, 
deglaze pot with two cups broth, scraping 
the bottom of the pan to loosen browned 
bits. Add tomatoes, Creole seasoning and 
salt and pepper to taste and simmer over 
;nedium-low heat for 10 minutes. Add 
;neat, excluding fish, and cook another 
10 minutes. Add the rest of the stock. Add 
additional seasoning if desired. Add rice 
and cook 15 minutes. Add fish 
and okra and cook another 10 minutes 
until fish is done and rice has absorbed 
all the liquid. Turn to low and cook an 
additionallO minutes to let sauce thicken. 
If using instant rice, you may need to 
reduce cooking time. 
SMOKED TURKEY STOCK 
Turkey car cass 
4 celery ribs roughly chopped 
2 carrots roughly chopped 
1 medium white onion roughly chopped 
6 whole garlic cloves 
Place turkey carcass in large pot. Add 
remaining ingredients and cover wzth 
water. Bring to a boil, then reduce heat 
and simmer for 2 to 3 hours. Strain. 
Roasted turkey carcasses will do, but 
smoked meats add depth to the broth. The 
darker, more intense the broth, the better 
the jambalaya. It's also a good way to use 
some of the less desirable pieces like legs 
and thighs. The broth also makes a great 
soup base. 
d 
I asked my friend to describe lH~r ''background mustL " ~he 
liftt.•d an eyebrow in confusiOn. 
I trit'd re-wording the questiOn. 
How woul 1 shL describe the 
"sounds" that color the backdrop 
of her day? For example. a 
farnwr's background musK 
might be the constant drone of 
a tractor rumblmg endless!} 
through a field: a cashier mtght 
hear the sharp beep of checkout 
computers long after closmg 
his eyes at night. a day care 
provider could say her music 
consists of the squeals, whines 
and meltdowns of her charges 
(aka my 3-year-old). My friend 
nodded her head Now she 
understood She described 
her music a" a confluence of 
physical sensatiOns-a shift in air 
currents. the tympanic whump 
of loud bass music reverberating 
in her chest, a tremble of vibrations shimmying up her 
spine when her children run down the hall. My friend is 
deaf. And now she has convinced me that everyone has 
background music. 
For better or worse, a significant chunk of my life's 
music consists of the squawking chatter emitting from 
my police radio. Granted, most of the radio traffic doesn't 
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pertain to my job. I may go 
a whole day without hearing 
my call number over the 
radio, but all cops listen for 
calls \\'here they may be of 
assistance to another officer. 
I've helped with my share 
of car accidents. domestic 
disturbances, searches and 
other calls for aid. But, for 
the most part, I've learned 
to sift out calls that might 
have something to do with 
game warden work. Keywords 
scattered throughout the day 
such as lake, river. deer. gun 
and hunters. etc. compel me 
to quickly reach down and 
turn up the volume. 
My background music 
can be entertaining, scary, 
cxciting, dull, sad and 
downright weird. One thing 
I know for sure, though, is 
that folks don't call t hc cops when they are having a good 
day. You never hear "My wife and I are having a great 
day-I'm lucky I married her!" Nope. Most people only 
call the police once or twicc in their lives and it usually 
coincides with one of the worst moments of their lives. 
At times I feel like listening to a police radio verges 
on voyeurism It's almost like I'm crouched behind 
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the bushes peeking under partially drawn blinds into 
someone's life-I'm there but I wasn't really invited . This 
fe eling hits me when I'm driving along and discover that 
while I was enjoying a peaceful drive, someone else was 
simultaneously getting into a car accident, discovering 
their husband just drank toilet cleaner in a suicide 
attempt, coming home to find the ir house burglarized , 
getting beaten by their teenage son or one of myriad 
tragedies that happen every day. I mus t admit my music 
depresses me sometimes. 
People who ride along with me for a day who aren't 
familiar with scanner-land are often obsessed with the 
radio. I think I might photocopy the 10-code translation 
so I don't have to constantly answer questions like, 
"What does 10-8 (or insert any 10-code) mean?'' They 
want to be part of the "secret society." OK, the term 
"secret society" might be a hyperbole. How secret can 
it be when "10-11" is used to r eplace the word "dog?" 
A common 10-11 call might sound like this: ''There is 
a miss ing 10-11 in Coralville. Described as gray with 
white spots wearing a red collar and answers to the name 
Rover." Or better yet, "A neighbor called about a 10-11 
that has been barking all night. Complainant says the 
owners are on vacation and they left the 10-11 without 
any water." Is it not obvious that we aren't referring 
to the neighbor's houseplant? Who exactly are we 
protec ting by us ing that code? 
A new radio system is being implemented in my 
county, and I've h eard there is going to be a push to 
get away from us ing the 10-code and instead use plain 
old English. On the sur face this sounds like a good 
idea. As a novice officer, one of my fears was that I'd 
get on the radio and use the incorrect 10-code. What if 
I meant to ask the dispatcher to repeat something and 
instead called him or her a 10-11 ? Not only do you have 
to remernber the 10-code, but you also must remember 
to use the correct words when you are spelling out 
someone'c:; name. I admit there have been time~ I was 
spe lling a name and failed to rem em her the exact word 
assigned to the letter. Ins tead of saying, "T- Tom, I- Ida, 
M- Mary," for the name Tim, maybe I said, "T- Tom, I- ... 
Um ... uh ... .I- Itchy, M- Mary." Of course that would be 
the only time my s upervisor was lis tening. 
That be ing said, the 10-code does afford officers some 
protection. An officer listening to a bunch of 10-this and 
10-that garble may learn that the guy standing next to 
him or her is wanted, has a his tory of drug possession 
and is known to carry a gun. I ran a hunte r 's driver's 
license one day only to find out that I was standing in 
the middle of nowhere with a person who had a federal 
warrant from Colorado. Colorado wanted him (or maybe 
his $50,000 bond) really badly. It wasn't long before two 
troopers and three deputies arrived on the pot-holed, ice-
covered dirt road to assist. Hopefully, if radio language 
is s implified, there will still be some kind of code for 
similar s ituations. As far as I'm concerned, I prefer that 
the bad g uy not panic when he hears his criminal record 
recited for all to hear. 
I suppose listening to a police radio all day isn't bad 
when con1pared with other people who must endure 
Muzak, jackhammers and automatic weaponry. Although 
I'm a teensy bit envious of my friend's silent music at 
times, in the end I'm thankful for my hearing. In any case, 
do me a favor. If you happen to be having an exceptionally 
g reat day, call the cops and let them know. 8 
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HANDLE WIT~ CARE 
HandlLng a snapping turtle without getting bLt or hurting 
the ammal is challenging. Because the long. flexible 
neck can reach back along the shell. ho lding one by the 
sides is not advised. LLfting by the tail can cause tail and 
vertebral column damage. The best way to hold them LS 
by their plastron 
MORE FAMOUS THAN THE TORTOISE 
AND THE HARE 
The common snapper was featured in 
a famous American political cartoon 
publLshed in 1808, Ln protest to the 
Jeffersonian Embargo Act of 1807. The 
cartoon de pLeted a snapping turtle. Jaws 
locked fiercely to an American trader who 
was attempting to carry a barrel of goods 
onto a British ship. It was one of the first 
works marking the beginning of modern 
polLtLcal ca rtoons. 
IOWA 
a~~ for all 
26th ANNUAL 
CIVIL WAR 
REENACTMENT 
APRIL 2 7--28, 2013 
eo~;~ «6-~ tk u· ~~ 
e:e-R~P~I 
activities! 
CO~ON & TOURISM BUREAU 
;eotrukllow.aToiLJ.d)nJ.org • -800.383.1219 
100 years of Mtsll~ lppi Riuar Power 
stay and explore 
at the s r ...... 
You don't have to t ravel far to find one of 
USA Today's "Great American Beach es." 
With recreat ion. entertainment and lodging 
options to suit every style and budget-
Clear Lake is fu ll of year-round family fun! 
Pion your stay ord d- · r·-..a-J ,..l tree 
Clear I ake app at ClearLakelowa co m 
Or. scon thiS code v... lth .., cur srn.Jrtphone 
800- 285-5338 
facebookcom/CiearLakelowa (bVIsltCiearLake 
-~---- • 
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OURTRAX® RANCHE 
SOME GALL IT A JACK-OF-ALL-TRADES. WE GALL IT RANGHE 
BUILT TO WORK . 
-
-Nothing works harder than a Rancher 
With eight available Rancher models for 2013, 1t's easy to choose the exact model that fits your needs. Every one offers 
Honda's legendary dependab1l1ty and quality Then there's the l1neup 1tself: You get to choose between two wheel dnve 
or selectable 2WD/4WD (Traxlok), three transm1ss1ons (semi automatic, electrtc sh1ft, full automatic) and much more. 
--
-~ 
